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COMPARTMENT RUG, PERSIAN, XVI CENTURY
[•HE WOVEN PATTERNS OF PERSIA HAVE PROBABLY HAD A WIDER AND MORE LASTING
INFLUENCE UPON EUROPEAN FABRICS THAN THOSE OF EITHER CHINA OR INDIA.
TAPS OF NINETEEN
HUNDRED THIRTY-FOUR
SAINT KILLING A DRAGON, COPTIC,
VII CENTURY
THE COPTIC PATTERNS ARE DISTINGUISHED BY THE
VARIETY OE THEIR BRIGHT COLORS AND VERY PRIMI-
TIVE FIGURES DEPICTING BIBLICAL CHARACTERS.
6 o p y r i g h t19 3 4
CHARLES D. WYATT
Editor-in - C h i e f
ROBERT E. JENKINS







JAPANESE TEXTILE DESIGN DISPLAYS AN
ACl'Tt PERCEPTION OF NATURAL FORMS,
SEIZING THE SALIENT FEATURES AND
TRANSFORMING THEM WITH A LIGHT
TOUCH TO THE FABRIC.
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GOLD BROCADE, TURKISH, XVI CENTURY
THE RICH AND OUTSTANDING BROCADES OF THE TURKISH WEAVERS ARE REPRESENTATIVE
OF THE FINEST FABRICS OF THE LATE MEDIEVAL PERIOD.
T H M
J. ME theme of the 1934 Taps has been taken from an industry founded by ancients
—primitive man. From the earliest beginnings to the middle of the XVII I century
the methods of manufacturing textiles exhibited little progress; yet the products of the
textile artisans of this period are amazing. The wonderment of the ancient and medieval
fabrics is vastly enchanted when the crude methods of fabrication are investigated. The
spinners and weavers prior to the mechanical age had little knowledge of machinery;
their command of the sciences was slight; their choice of fibres was limited; and their
industry was localized. But these technologists possessed wisdom, perseverence, courage,
integrity, a keen and true sense of beauty, and a majestic and overpowering handicraft.
Their products will go down through the ages a monument to the true arts.
During the Industrial Revolution the intricate iron hand, the standardized hand, the
soulless hand replaced the dexterous hand of the artist. The textile industry made vast
strides in every held; it became concentrated in great cities; it employed millions of
people from all corners of the earth; it became the dominating industry of the century
—the life blood of nations.
Today the magnitude of the textile industry is almost beyond comprehension. It is
directly related to, and interdependent upon agriculture, mining, .\n<.\ nearly all branches
of manufacturing. It employs millions of people comprising many skilled anil unskilled
trades. It is the inviting and fascinating held of research for some of the keenest en-
gineers, scientists, and artists. It is today one of the most important endeavors of
mankind.
Through the reproduction in print of several luxurious historic woven fabrics, we
hope to remind you of the textile industry's enviable record of the past, and bring to
mind its imposing position today.
GOLD BROCADE, PERSIAN, XVII CENTURY
IN THE XVII CENTURY PERSIAN FABRICS REACHED A HIGH DEGREE OF EXCELLENCE ES-
PECIALLY IX THE PRODUCTION OF VIVIDLY COLORED SUMPTUOUS BROCADES.
DEDICATION
lO those men of the Textile Industry
who have, through their unselfish ef-
forts, lifted the plane of living of the
employees of their plants to one of
comfort, respectability, and intelli-




AS SOON AS FIGURED WEAVING BECAME WELL ORGANIZED IN FRANCE A SCHOOL OF DE-
SIGNERS AROSE WHO ADOPTED A REALISM THAT PREDOMINATED IN FRENCH PATTERNS
FROM LOUIS XIV TO THE END OF THE XVIII CENTURY. THROUGHOUT THIS PERIOD FRENCH
FIGURED STUFFS SURPASSED THOSE OF OTHER COUNTRIES.
O R E W O R D
INTO this volume of TAPS our efforts
have been directed in attempting a true
portrayal of our college scenes, activi-
ties, and endeavors. Our reward is
complete if, for the present and the
golden years to come, we have set forth
—in spirit—the story of the Clemson
of our times—a college in which great
achievement has but aroused an un-
quenchable desire for greater progress.
t if—m I il »j-.»i— -
SARACENIC NORMAN WEB
IN THE XI CENTURY THE SARACENS PRODUCED RICH AND EXQUISITE FABRICS WOVEN










Book Five . . . ATHLETICS
Book Six . ORGANIZATIONS
Book Seven . . FEATURES




IN THE XVI CENTURY ORIENTAT
FABRICS REACHED A HIGH DEGREE
OF EXCELLENCE, ESPECIALLY IN










KNOWLEDGE IS THAT WHICH, NEXT TO VIRTUE, TRULY AND ESSENTIALLY
RAISES ONE MAN ABOVE ANOTHER."
^hird ^arrac^s
WITHIN THESE COLD SOMBRE WALLS LIVES A SOUL IMMORTAL.
tdf .^:
textile building
ALTHOUGH TEXTILE MANUFACTURING IS CENTURIES OLD, TEXTILE
RESEARCH IS STILL IN ITS INFANCY.
(Chemistry building
THE STORY OF SCIENCE IS WITHOUT A BEGINNING AND WITHOUT
AN END, BUT IT IS FOREVER UNFOLDING."
2<T*
Library
"of all things which man can do or make here below, by far
the most momentous, wonderful, and worthy are the things
we call books."
'Dairy ^Building
LET US NEVER FORGET THAT THE PURSUIT OF AGRICULTURE IS THE MOST
IMPORTANT LABOR OF MAN.
(John Q. Qalhoun o!Man$ioru
THIS BEAUTIFUL AND ADORNING EDIFICE IS A PERPETUAL AND INSPIRING
MONUMENT OF A MASTER STATESMAN.
•m
Second barracks
HER] HAVE WE MIXED GOLDEN DREAMS WITH REALITY, REASON WITH
PLEASURE, AND WISDOM WITH MIRTH.

0TAPS5"
Enoch 'Walter Sikes, Th.T>. LL.T).
PRESIDENT
\J"ENUINE education aims to enlighten one in making choices. Choice determines
the destiny of men and nations. From Abraham to Jesus Holy Writ recurs time and
again to the choice that is placed before man. The power of selection is the fate that
charts the course. Great men have virtues and vices. Some men are great in spite of
their vices. The little man chooses to imitate the vices but is unable to attain the
virtues. One may choose his vocation too early but he can not choose too early his
purpose in life or the kind of man he will strive to become. In college your best teacher
is the one who makes you want to learn, your best associate the one who stimulates to
higher living, your best guide the one who shows the road of noblest idealism.
Four years in college determine the fate of many. Unwittingly one is making the
path of destiny. Years later reflections reveal the hour and the occasion. Four years
of harboring low ideals can not suddenly be transformed. The unreliable senior is not
a dependable graduate the day after graduation. Tennyson wrote that "the right per-
formance of this hour's duties will be the best preparation for the hours or ages that
follow it."
Easy street has more dangerous pitfalls than the difficult road. The narrow gate and
the straightened way has more room than the wide gate and the broad way which leadeth
to destruction. Hatred and strife leave no room for others on the broad. To live, let




THE REPUTATION OF A COLLEGE
_T IFTY years ago an old gray-headed man might be seen walking slowly in the vicinity
of his home—Fort Hill. This old man, Thomas G. Clemson, was dreaming dreams and
making plans which would benefit future generations of young South Carolinians.
To Mr. Clemson belongs the honor of being the founder of our college. However,
the college we see and know today exceeds the fondest hopes of this old dreamer. A
college may bear the name of a man who is known around the world, or whose achieve-
ments are a precious heritage to his people. The founder may endow it with his money
and give it the prestige of his name, but the reputation of a college can never be had
as a part of its endowment. The character and the success of those who bear its "image
and superscription" make the reputation, but when once achieved it is the common
heritage of every student who has resided or may reside within its walls.
Thomas G. Clemson did not leave to the college the reputation it now enjoys. It
is the result of fifty years of patient work on the part of students, ex-students, gradu-
ates and teachers. The wish to be known as a Clemson man is no longer a matter of
sentiment but a matter of business, as well.
Page 23
S. B. Earle, M.E., LL.D.




The School of Engineering gives courses in Civil, Electrical,
and Mechanical Engineering, and in Architecture. Thor-
ough grounding is given in English, Mathematics, Physics,
and Mechanics. The technical courses, comprising a
large part of the last two years' work, are given by a well-
trained faculty in splendidly equipped laboratories. Time
is allowed for Economics and Sociology as well as other
broadening elective courses.
S. R. Rhodes, E.E.
Professor of Electrical Engineering
R. E. Lee, M.Arch.
Professor of Architecture
E. L. Clarke, C.E.
Professor of Ciiil Engineering
D. D. Curtis, M.S.
Professor of Mechanics and Hydraulics
J. L. Marshall, B.S.
Associate Professor of Wood Work
C. M. Asbill, B.S.
Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering
B. E. Fernow, M.E.
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
H. E. Glenn, C.E.
Associate Professor of Ciiil Engineering
W. F. D. Hodge
Assistant Professor of Architecture
W. W. Klugh, B.S.
Associate Professor of Drawing
S. W. Little, B.Arch.
Assistant Professor of Architecture
C. P. Philpot, B.S.
Instructor of Engineering
J. H. Sams, M.S.
Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
D. H. Shenk, M.E.
Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
J. A. Stevenson, M.S.
Assistant Professor of Cii il Engineering
F. T. Tingley, M.S.
Professor of Electrical Engineering
E. J. Freeman, B.S.
Associate Professor of Machine Shop
R. L. Anderson, A.B.
Associate Professor of Architecture
Page 24
School of (general Science
The School of General Science is principally a service
school that does the academic training for all students in
the several other schools. In addition it offers courses
leading to the B.S. degree for those students who find that
they are not adapted for work in the other schools. It
also prepares for medicine, law, teaching, and scientific
investigation.
D. W. Daniel, M.A.,
Litt.D.
Dean and Head of the
Departme lit of English
M. E. Bradley, A.B.
Professor of English
S. M. Martin, B.S.
Head of the Department of Mathematics
H. C. Brearley, Ph.D.
Head of the Department of Economics
and Sociolog
)
W. E. Godfrey, M.A.
Head of the Department of Physics
H. M. Brown, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics
G. H. Edwards, M.A.
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
J. C. Hendricks, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Physics
A. G. Holmes, B.S.
Head of the Department of History
L. D. Huff, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Physics
J. E. Hunter, B.S.
Associate Professor of Mathematics
F. M. Kinard, M.A.
Assistant Professor of English
J. D. Lane, M.A.
Assistant Professor of English
H. A. Rankin, Jr., M.A.
Assistant Professor of English
D. C. Sheldon, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Mathematics
G. R. Sherrill, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of History and Economics
S. J. L. Crouch, B.D.
Head of the Department of Religious
Education
J. K. Goode, A.B.
Assistant Professor of Religious Education
G. E. Metz, B.S.
Instructor of Mathematics and Economics
A. R. Reed, M.S.




H. H. Willis, B.S.
Dean
Clemson Textile School has made an outstanding record
for itself since its establishment in 1898, in that a very
large percentage of its graduates is holding responsible
positions in the textile industry. During the last four
years approximately one hundred and nine men have been
graduated from the Clemson Textile School. Of this
number one hundred and six are now employed in some
phase of the textile industry. During this same period,
Clemson Textile School has had approximately one hun-
dred and fifty additional calls for its men.
E. F. Cartee, B.S.
Instructor of Weaving and Designing
G. H. Duni.ap, B.S.
Instructor in Carding and Spinning
R. K. Eaton, A.B.
Professor of Carding and Spinning
Gaston Gagl, B.S.
Instructor in Carding and Spinning
M. L. HucKAiiii , B.S.
Assistant in Textile Chemistry and Dyeing
J. B. Osmond, B.S.
Assistant in Textile Chemistry and Dyeing
R. L. In, Jr., M.S.
Assistant Professor of Carding and Spinning
A. E. McKi nna, B.S.
Associate Professor of Weaving and Designing
E. R. Manning, Ph.D.
Professor of Textile Chemistry and Dyeing
\V. E. Sminn, M.S.
Associate Professor of Weaving and Designing
r *—\
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School of Qhemistry and Qeology
THE GENII OF THE TEST TUBE
Workers of Modern Miracles
Perfumes from tar.
Billiard balls from skim milk.
Pigments from earth.
Silk from waste wood.
Alloys that have revolutionized transportation.
Dry ice that has revolutionized refrigeration.
Utilization of the waste of the world.
Truly the slaves of industry.
The genii of the test tubes.
The School of Chemistry trains the genii of the test tube.
F. H. H. Calhoun, Ph.D.




Associate Professor of Chemistry
R. N. Brackett, Ph.D.
Professor Emeritus
B. H. Hodges, B.S.
Instructor of General Chemistry
H. L. Hunter, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
W. L. Lippincott, B.Chem.
Professor of Chemist r)
J. H. Mitchell, M.S.
Professor of Chemistry
F. H. Pollard, Ph. D.
Professor of Chemistry
F. W. zur Burg, M.S.




The United States is definitely embarking upon a plan of
agricultural control. Whether we wish it or not, the time
has arrived when scientific training in agriculture is ab-
solutely essential to successful agricultural endeavor. The
School of Agriculture at Clemson College aims to train
students so that they might not only fit into, but also help
to mold the new society.
H. W. Barre, M.A.
Dean
F. S. Andrews, M.S.
Associate Professor of Horticulture
G. H. Aull, B.S.
Professor of Agricultural Economics
V. B. Aull, B.S.
Associate Professor of Bacteriology
J. W. BURDETTE, B.S.
Instructor in Agronomy
David Dunavan, M.S.
Assistant Professor of Entomology
B. E. Goodale, M.S.
Associate Professor of Dairying
Marvin Guin, B.S.
Assistant Professor of Agricultural Economics
J. P. LaMaster, M.S.
Professor of Dairying
C. L. Morgan, M.S.
Professor of Poultry Husbandry
G. B. Nutt, B.S.
Associate Professor of Agricultural Education
R. R. Ri< hie, B.S.
Instructor in Animal Husbandry
Franklin Sherman, M.S.
Professor of Entomology anil '/.oology
R. E. Ware, B.S.
Instructor in Entomology and '/.oology
!>>!)•< 2 H
School of (Military Science
The Military Department is divided into two sections, the
Commandant's Department which is responsible for the
administration, discipline, and moral training of the cadets,
and the Reserve Officers Training Corps under the Pro-
fessor of Military Science and Tactics, which is responsible
for the military education of the cadets in subjects pre-
scribed by the War Department.
Colonel R. J. West
Commandant
Captain J. H. Hixwood
Assistant Commandant
Captain T. A. Hoy
Assistant Professor of Military Science
and Tactics
Sergeant A. J. Kline
Instructor of Military Science and Tactics
Sergeant Major G. E. Naramor
Instructor of Military Science and Tactics
Captain G. L. Ramsey
Assistant Professor of Military Science
and Tactics
Lieutenant F. T. Searcy
Assistant Professor of Military Science
and Tactics
Captain J. R. Sharp
Assistant Professor of Military Science
and Tactics
Sergeant H. J. Wilkinson
Instructor of Military Science and Tactics






School of Vocational Education
Teaching has long been a most honorable and useful oc-
cupation. The training of Teachers for the Public Schools
has been an aim of the leading higher Institutions. With
the growth of a body of scientific facts regarding teach-
ing, the laws of learning, and administration, minimum
standards have been set for teachers and administrators.
These standards have as their aim the protection of the
child and the welfare of the taxpayer and society. The
School of Vocational Education aims to better prepare
Clemson men for public service in Education.
T. L. Avers, M.A.
Associate Professor of Agricultural Education
L. R. Booker, B.S.
Itinerant Teacher of Industrial Education
J. L. Bro< k, B.S.
Instructor of Industrial Education
W. G. Crandai i , B.S.




I . Johnson, B. S.
Assistant Professor of Agricultural Education
B. A. Klutts, B.S.
Assistant Professor of Agricultural Education
I I. S. Tan , M.A.
Assistant Professor of Industrial Education
A. |. I'm i is, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Agricultural Education
Page 10
Dr. Lee W. Milford
College Surgeon











To these men who have won a permanent place in the
hearts of the cadets by their untiring efforts to make
Clem son fulfil the dream of its sagacious founder, Thomas
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T.HEY came from the East, West, North, and South to join the Clan. I, like all
who are fresh from those memorable four years of intense training preceding college,
considered myself like unto a god on a lofty pedestal surveying with a knowing eve the
common herd. The world was before me, the nectar of which had been mine for the
asking in the past. The fears and ills which have since shaken it to its roots were in
their adolescence. Life was fresh, the sun was bright, the trees were green, God was
in his heaven.
The mighty Clan had gathered, and we who were to attempt to become a part thereof
were called Freshmen. Our disillusionment began immediately for it seemed that to
completely shatter our illusions was the aim of those who had already traveled a part
of the road on which we were to follow. We were jostled about and bruised until we be-
gan to despair. Winter came, the leaves fell from the trees, alas! Our sun was dimmed.
Strangely enough, coincident with this period of despair, we were unknowingly going
through a process of readjustment from which we emerged as loyal members of the
Clan, having been imbued with all the spirit and ideals upon which its solidarity and
very existence depended. Spring came, and with it a new outlook on conditions, and
an appreciation of our association with our fellow members. As our Freshman year
drew to a close, we indulged in retrospection. And lo! After mature valuation we
found that our joys and worthy associations far outweighed our despairs. The Fresh-
man year was over!
In the fall of the following year, the clarion call of the Clan, echoing and re-echoing
through the valleys of Oconee, was again heeded by the members. And among them
came those same men who had been Freshmen, but who were now called Sophomores.
But, unfortunately, a great change was wrought in us. We became again masters of
our fate; the world was ours and all therein. We were, in our own estimation, selected
especially to promulgate the wisdom and knowledge which we had so rapidly acquired.
We had added to our already domineering nature a false sense of power; we proceeded
to consider ourselves the masters of the Freshmen, and thought that our duty was to
imbue them with a feeling of inferiority. Little did we realize our insignificance and
our close proximity to the low estate of the Freshman. We attempted much; we ac-
complished nothing but that which befitted our station—continuing to play and to
laugh aloud throughout the year.
And in the next year when we again answered the call, we were known as Juniors.
We were greeted by a new Grandmaster of the Clan, who has journeyed from a sea-
const fortress to our inland stronghold in order to exert a guiding influence on the Clan,
and to instil in us a sense of discipline. During the months of the year our eyes and
minds were gradually opened, and we began to assume some of the responsibilities which
were thrust uoon us. There came to us a realization of the problems to be solved and
the battles to be won within the confines of the Clan. And when the ninth month was
passed there did either in our fortress a mighty host. From the far-away seacoast,
from beyond the lofty mountains, they came in bands to join our own Clan in order
that they might be instructed in the act of the warrior, and enjoy the six weeks of
festivities which was offered to them.
Time was marching on, and when these men returned to Clemson's halls for the last
time, they were now called Seniors. As the year wore on, their thoughts began to dwell
on the rapidly approaching day when they should venture forth through the portals
of the institution which had been a guiding influence in their lives during the forma-
tive years. The inevitable footfalls of Time resound through the stately halls of
learning, and yet, their everlasting, rhythmic beat is not so loud that T cannot hear and
understand the secret heart-throbs of my classmates as they face one another and sadly
realize that they soon must part, each to follow his destined road. I have learned to
love them as they do one another, and T now sec reflected in these same faces the will,
the determination, and the ideals of the Clemson Clan which will carry them through
the years as honest players on the stage of Life.
Josi pi i S. Ci ik, Historian.
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Greenville, South Carolina textile chemistry and dyeing
Furman University, '28, '29; Centaur Club; Day Student, '33,
'34; Varsity Baseball, '34; Member Furman Y. M. C. A.
Malcolm Senn Abrams—"Abraham"
Newberry, South Carolina civil engineering
"In mat/en of principle—stand like a rock.
In matters of taste—\uiiu with the iitncnt."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Tau Beta Pi, '33,
'34; A. S. C. E., '32, '33, Secretary and Treasurer, '33, '34; Kamp
Klarke Klan; Senior "Y" Council, '3 3, '34; R. O. T. C. Camp,
Clemson College, S. C.
4&
Luther McGran Adams—"Mac"
Rock Hill, South Carolina textile chemistry and dyeing
"Neier explain—your friends do not need it, and \<>itr
enemies would not believe yon anyway."
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private; Historian Sophomore
Class; Member Sophomore Dancing Club; The Tiget Staff Re-
porter, '32; York County Club, '31, '32, '33, '34; Phi Psi, '34;
Senior Privates Club, '34; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College,
S. C.
Raymond Anthony All—"Red"
Allendale, South Carolina textile chemistry
"Patience is bitter, but reward is \ueet."
Private; Corporal; Supply Sergeant; Executive Lieutenant; Band;
Jungaleer Orchestra, '32, '33, '34; The R. O. T. C. Orchestra,
'33; R. O. T. C. Band, '33; Glee Club, '31; Phi Psi, '32, '33, '34,
Secretary and Treasurer, '33, Vice-President, '34.
?agt I
J
Richard Hobcraft Allan—"Dick,'" "'Pete"
Charleston, South Carolina civil engineering
"Try anything—yon can probably do it."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Captain (Battalion Adjutant);
Regimental Intramural Welterweight Boxing Champion, '32;
Boxing Squad, '33, '34; Basket-ball Squad, '32; Junior Middle-
weight Boxing Champion R. O. T. C. Camp, '3 3; Third Place
Diving R. O. T. C. Camp, '3 3; Intramural Volley-ball; Intra-
mural Diving and Swimming; Intramural Basket-ball; Junior
Platoon; Senior Platoon; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College,
S. C; A. S. C. E., '34; Chairman Program Committee; Kamp
Klarke Klan; Beta Sigma Chi.
Charles Simonton Alston—"Charlie"
Union, South Carolina mechanical engineering
"Be a gentle/nan—the highest calling of man."
Private; Corporal; Private; Second Lieutenant; Sophomore Danc-
ing Club; Infernow Club; A. S. M. E.; Company Basket-ball,
'31, '32, '33; Company Baseball, '32, '33, '34; R. O. T. C,
Clemson College, S. C.
Louis Mellichamp Andrews
Charleston, South Carolina agricultural engineering
"A man is what he makes himself."
Private; Private; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; A. S. M. E., '32,
'33; A. S. A. E., '33, '34; Junior Platoon, '33; Fourth Corps
Champions, '33; Second Best Drilled, Clemson R. O. T. C.
Camp, '3 3; Beta Sigma Chi.
David Hoi man Atkinson—"Dave"
Orangeburg, South Carolina agricultural engineering
"Knowledge comes, but wisdom lingers."
Private; Private; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Band, '30-'34; Con-
cert Band; Alpha Zeta; A. S. A. E.; Glee Club, '31, '3 2; Pi
Gamma Delta, Secretary and Treasurer, '3 2, '3 3; R. O. T. C.




Wando, South Carolina horticulture
"All men are fools, differing only in degree."
Private; Still Private; Pea Driver; Bad Actor; Horticultural
Club, '33, '34; Senior Privates Club; Visitor of R. John's House
Party; Victim of Circumstances.
James Garner Bagnal—"Fag"
Sumter, South Carolina TEXTILE CHEMISTRY
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant; Band; Phi Psi;
Mosque Club; Sigma Theta, Secretary-Treasurer, '31; Sumter
County Club; Sigma Epsilon Fraternity, Vice-President, '31,
President, '32; Assistant Manager Baseball, '32; R. O. T. C,
Chemical Warfare Service, Edgewood Arsenal, Maryland; Marks-
man, Pistol D; Inter-Fraternity Council, '32.
William Brown Barber—"Doc"
Chester, S. C. agricultural chemistry—arts and science
"Lite today, you can't rclieie the past, and the future will
take care of itself."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; R. O. T. C.
Clemson College, '33; Presbyterian Students' Association, '31,
'32, '33, '34; Chairman Social Committee, '33, '34; Palmetto
Literary Society, '31, '32, '33, '34; Corresponding Secretary and
Chairman Program Committee, '3 2; Literary Critic and Secre-
tary, '33; Chester County Club, '33, '34, Secretary and Treas-
urer, '33, Vice-President, '34; Junior Platoon, '3 3; Sophomore
Dancing Club; Assistant Joke Editor The Tiger, '32, '3 3; The
Tiger Reporter, '34.
Donald Alfred Barnes—"Dilly"
Camden, South Carolina textile chemistry
"He who lives for himself lives but for a little thing."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Captain; Band; Conceit Band, '3 1,
'32, '33, '34; Jungaleer Orchestra, '32, '33, '34, Secretary-Treas-
urer, '33, '34; Glee Club, '32, '33; The R. O. T. C. Orchestra,
'33; Phi Psi, '33, '34, President, '34; Sigma Epsilon, '32, '33, '34;
Grill Club, Charter Member, '33, '34; Pelican Club, '32, '33,
'34; The Tiger Staff, '32, '33, '34, Managing Editor, '34; Gen-
tlemen's R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College, S. C; Blue Key, '34.
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George Mish Barnett, Jr.
"Runt," "Shorty," "Duck," "Squat"
Westminster, South Carolina dairy husbandry
"A comprehensive motto would be too long, so—
everything that is for the better."
Private; Private; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant; 4-H Club, '30,
'31; Treasurer 4-H Club, '31, '32; Grange, '32, '33, '34; Dairy
Club, '32, '33, '34; Alpha Zeta, '32, '33, '34; A. H. Judging
Team, '3 3; Danforth Fellowship, '3 3; R. O. T. C. Camp, '3 3.
Joseph Brunson Barnwell—"Joe"
Florence, South Carolina civil engineering
"Malo Mori Quam Foedari."
Private; Private; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Band, '31, '32, '33,
'34; Honor Sophomore, A. S. C. E., '3 2; Clemson College Sur-
veying Camp, '32; The Tiger Staff, '32, '34; Calhoun Literary So-
ciety, '3 3; International Relations Club; R. O. T. C. Clemson




"Advice is given by old men who are no longer
able to set a good example."
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; Captain; Minaret Club, '31,
'32, '33, '34; Georgia Club, '31, '32; Tiger Brotherhood, '33,
'34; First Sergeants Club, '3 3; Scabbard and Blade, '34; Com-
mencement Marshal, '3 3; Member Fourth Corps Area Champion-
ship Platoon, '3 3; R. O. T. C. (Gentlemen's Camp) Clemson
College, S. C.
George Himo.m Basha—"George" "Bacfi"
Charleston, South Carolina agricultural chemistry
"/Si natural."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Private; Swimming Team, '33, '34;
Beta Sigma Chi; Senior Privates Club; Calhoun Literary Society,
'33; Junior Council; Senior "Y" Council; R. O. T. C. Camp,
Clemson College, S. C, '3 3.
e> *
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Clarence Lafayette Beaudrot—"Bialrou "
Greenwood, South Carolina civil engineering
"A man is the Architect of his own welfare."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; R. O. T. C. Camp,
Clemson College, S. C, '33; Junior Platoon, '3 3; Fourth Corps
Area Champions, '3 3; A. S. C. E., '3 3, '34; Kamp Klarke
Klan, '34.
John Ulysse Bell—"/. 17."
Lancaster, South Carolina mechanical engineering
"Do noble things, not dream them till day long."
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; Major; A. S. M. E., '33, Presi-
dent, '34; Second Lieutenant Scabbard and Blade, '34; Blue Key,
'34; Tau Beta Pi, '34; Officer in Charge of Decorations, Central
Dance Association, '34; Chairman Engineering-Architecture Day
Committee, '34; First Sergeants Club; Junior Dancing Club;
Member of Junior Platoon, Champions of Fourth Corps Area;
R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College, S. C, '3 3.
John Bennett, Jr.—"Johnny," "Abrasive"
Orangeburg, S. C. engineering industrial education
"Diligence is the mother of good hick."
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant; R. O. T. C. Camp,
Clemson College, S. C, '3 3; Library Assistant.
Theodore Cuyler Bigger—"T. C," "Mutt"
York, South Carolina horticulture
"To lire is to excel."
Private; Corporal; Master Sergeant (Regimental Supply Ser-
geant); Lieutenant Colonel (Regimental Executive); Y. M. C.
A. Councils, '31, '32, '33, '34; Christian Endeavor, '32, '33, '34,
President, '34; Fourth Corps Area Champion Platoon; Palmetto
Literary Society, '32; Scabbard and Blade, '34; York County
Club, '34; Horticulture Club, '33, '34, Secretary, '34; R. John's





"Always do more than you get paid for and the ladder to
success u ill be easier to climb."
Private; Private; Private; First Lieutenant; Minaret Club, '31,
'32, '33, '34, Vice-President, '34; Freshman Football, '31; Com-
pany Athletic and Social Officer, R. O. T. C. (Gentlemen's
Camp), Clemson College, S. C, '33.
James Edward Blackwell—"Bub"
Laurens, South Carolina engineering industrial education
"Remember the other num."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant; R. O. T. C,
Clemson College, S. C; Varsity Track Team, '3 3, '34; Block
"C" Club, '3 3, '34; Secretary-Treasurer Laurens County Club,
'33; Laurens County Club, '33, '34; Junior Dancing Club, '33.
Ralph Whitten Blakely—"Blake"
Greenville, South Carolina dairy husbandry
"The world and life's too big to pass for a dream."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant; Dairy Club;
College Grange; College 4-H Club; Greenville County Club;
Clemson Livestock Club; Junior Platoon, '3 3; R. O. T. C.
Camp, '33.
Alfred Jack Blanton—"jack"
Gaffncy, South Carolina electrical engineering
"Success comes to be who works ./«,/ waits."
Member Cherokee County Club, '30, '31; R. O. T. C. Camp,
Clemson College, S. C, '3 3; Private; Private; Sergeant; Private.
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Melvin St. John Butch—"Mcllic"
Charleston, South Carolina electrical engineering
"Patience is bitter, but reward is sweet."
Private; Corporal; Battalion Sergeant Major; Staff Captain, S-3;
Staff Athletic and Social Officer; Kappa Phi; Freshman Football;
Varsity Boxing, '32, '3 3, '34; Co-Captain Boxing Team, '34;
Block "C" Club; Regulars Club; The Tiger Staff, '32, '33, '34, As-
sociate Athletic Editor, '34; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College,
S. C, '33; Sophomore-Junior Dancing Clubs; Member R. O. T.
C. Boxing Champions, '3 3; Officer in Charge of Athletics R. O.
T. C. Camp.
Herman Boroughs Boggs
Calhoun, South Carolina arts and science
"To be conn ions that i"» ore ignorant is a great step towards knowledge."
Private; Private; Junior Corporal; Private; Day Cadet, Four
Years; Senior Privates Club; Minaret Club, '30, '31, '32; Pickens
County Club, '30, '31, '32, '33, '34; Assistant Guidon for
Clemson's "Foreign Legion;" R. O. T. C, Clemson College,
S. C, '33.
Carroll Cleveland Brannon
Inman, South Carolina dairy husbandry
"A u inner ncter quits and a quitter never uins."
Four Years of Day Cadet Life; Member of 4-H Club, '31, '32,
'33; Dairy Club, '32, '33, '34; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson
College, S. C, '3 3.
Hugh Lide Bryan
Jacksonville, Florida mechanical engineering
"Shoot straight or you may hit yourself.
"
Private; Corporal; Private; Senior Private; Freshman Football,
'3 0; Kappa Phi, Secretary Kappa Phi, '33; A. I. E. E., '33; Senior




Allendale, South Carolina TEXTILE ENGINEERING
"All that 1 am, all that I hope to be I one to my parents;
my failures I owe to myself."
Private; Private; Private; Very Private; Senior Privates Club;
Drum and Bugle Corps, '31, '32, '33, '34.
William Clyde Burns—"Bill," "Sfoolie"
Orangeburg, South Carolina electrical engineering
Take life seriously as seldom as possible—worries arise from seriousness,
so forget the past, enjoy the present, and concentrate on the future."
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant; Clemson College
Band, '31, '32, '33, '34; R. O. T. C. Band and Orchestra, Sum-
mer Camp, '33; Jungaleer Orchestra, '31, '32, '33, '34; Concert
Band, '31, '32, '3 3, '34; Pi Gamma Delta Fraternity, '32, '3 3,
'34; Pelicans Club, '33, '34; Sophomore Dancing Club, '32.
William James Burton—"Bill"
Seneca, South Carolina electrical engineering
"Gii e to the uorld the best that in you lies, and you will find the road
that leads to fairer skies."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Freshman, Sopho-
more, Junior, Senior "Y" Councils; "Y" Cabinet, '3 3, '34; Secre-
tary Y. M. C. A., '34; Southern Regional Y. M. C. A. Field
Council; A. I. E. E., '33, '34; Tau Beta Pi, '33, '34; Tiger
Brotherhood, '32, '33, '34; President State Y. M. C. A. Cabinet,
'34; The Tiger Staff, Y. M. C. A. Editor; R. O. T. C. Camp,
Clemson College, S. C.
Joe L. Bussey—"Sloppy Joe"
Spartanburg, S. C. engineering industrial education
"No balls; an stripes."
Private; Private (U. S. Retired); Non-R. O. T. C; Senior Pri-
vate; "Royal Order of Hogs;" Associate Professor of Home






Georgetown, South Carolina mechanical engineering
"Gil e fiery man thy ear, but few thy toicr."
Private; Private; Sergeant; Private; Bugle Corps, '31, '32, '33,
'34; A. S. M. E., '32, '33; Sigma Epsilon, '31, '32, '33, '34;
R. O. T. C, Clemson College, S. C, '33; R. O. T. C. Band, '3 3;
Sigma Theta, '30; Auburn Club, '33.
Guy Marshall Carter
Ehrhardt, South Carolina electrical engineering
"Who sets men laughing does a useful deed."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Freshman, Sopho-
more, Junior and Senior Y. M. C. A.; Class Councils; Social
Chairman Y. M. C. A. Cabinet; Tau Beta Pi; A. I. E. E.
William Rudolph Carter, Jr.
Ridgeland, South Carolina agricultural education
"All that 1 am, all that I hope to be 1 oue to my mother;
my failures I oue to myself."
Private; Private; Private; Private; Senior Privates Club; Alpha
Tau Alpha Fraternity; Junior Dancing Club; Calhoun Literary
Society, '31, '3 2, '3 3; R. O. T. C. Baseball Team; Member Junior
Platoon, '3 3; R. O. T. C, Clemson College, S. C, '33.
David Harley Caughman—"Judge"
Lexington, South Carolina dairy husbandry
"We 'to our part—N. R. A."
Private; Corporal; Private; Senior Private; Dairy Club, '32, '3 3,
'34; Senior Privates Club, '34; Junior Dancing Club, '3 3; R. O.
T. C, Clemson College, S. C.
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Cecil Erwin Chapman—"Chap"
Hartsiille, South Carolina agricultural education
"Count that da\ lost whoie Ion descending run, views from
lh\ hand no worthy action done."
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private; R. O. T. C, '31, '3 2,
'33, '34; Camp Clemson, S. C, '33; Clemson College Grange,
'34; Sophomore, Junior, Senior "Y" Councils; Alpha Tau Alpha,
'33, '34; Calhoun Literary Society, '32, '33, '34.
Clarence Crawford Chavous, Jr.—"Hardrock"
Allendale, South Carolina textile engineering
"I am jit\f whit / iim ami nothing more."
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private; Varsity Baseball, '3 3,
'34; Block "C" Club, '33, '34; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson
College, S. C.
Walter Carroll Chipley—"Chip"
Greenwood, South Carolina general science
"I am sure care's an enemy to lift'"
Private; Sergeant; Captain; Scabbard and Blade; Secretary Pal-
metto Literary Society, '3 3; President Palmetto Literary Society,
'34; Member Prize Junior Platoon Fourth Corps Area Cham-
pions; Glee Club, '31, '3 3, '34; International Relations Club;
Greenwood County Club; Sophomore and Junior Dancing Clubs;
Gentlemen's R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College, S. C, '3 3.
[whs Walker Clark—"Jethro"
Greenville, South Carolina chemistry
"Wot. educe all nun to a common denomination.
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Member of Lost





Liberty, South Carolina horticulture
"Work! Eat! Sleep! (?)"
Private; Private; Sergeant; Captain; Secretary of Freshman Y.
M. C. A. Council; Vice-President of Sophomore Y. M. C. A.
Council; Secretary of Junior Y. M. C. A. Council; President of
Senior Y. M. C. A. Council; Freshman Scholarship Award, '31;
Honor Ag Sophomore, '32; Member Alpha Zeta, '32, '33, '34;
Chancelor of Alpha Zeta, '34; Palmetto Literary Society, '31,
'32, '3 3; Secretary of Palmetto Literary Society, '33; Blue Key,
'34; Epworth League, '31, '32, '33, '34; Vice-President of Ep-
worth League, '34; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet, '34; Senior Disciplinary
Council; Horticultural Club, '32, '3 3, '34; President Horticul-
tural Club, '34; "W. J.'s House Party" (R. O. T. C. Camp,
'33); Student Manager Horticultural Show, '34.
Warren Chester Cobb
Qateechee, South Carolina textile chemistry and dyeing
"hough, not cry; uork, don't worry; shoot straight and you'll
find this ole world not so bad after all."
Private; Private; Sergeant; First Lieutenant (Executive Officer)
;
The Tiger Reporter, '33, Managing Editor, '34; Junior Taps Staff,
Literary Editor, '34; Blue Key, '3 3, '34, Secretary and Treasurer,
'34; Phi Psi, '3 3, '34; Senior Warden, '34; Sophomore and Junior
Dancing Clubs; Secretary Central Dance Association, '34; Com-
pany Social and Athletic Officer; Member Fourth Corps Area
Championship Platoon; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College,
S. C; Scabbard and Blade, '34.
Carroll James Collins—"C. /.," "Lord"
Spartanburg, S. C. engineering industrial education
"To believe and go forward is the key to success and to happiness."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Captain; Spartanburg County Club,
'32, '3 3; Palmetto Literary Society, Secretary, '3 3, Literary
Critic, '34; A. I. E. E., '33; Member Lost Battalion, '33, '34;
Fourth Corps Area Champion Drill Platoon, '3 3; Associate Pro-
fessor of Home Mechanics at Clemson-Calhoun High School;
R. O. T. C, Clemson College, S. C.
Carol W. Coons—"Proff"
Sauk Center, Minnesota engineering industrial education
"I hare no wife to bother my life; so 1 paddle my own canoe."
Graduate Two- Year Course, State Teachers College, St. Cloud,
Minnesota, '26; Summer School, Clemson, '30; Senior Private
Club, '34; Iota Lambda Sigma; President York County Club, '34.
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Frank Preston Copeland, Jr.—"Cope"
Lamar, South Carolina agricultural education
"' Without halting, without rent, pushing bitter up to best."
Private; Corporal; Private; Second Lieutenant; Charter Member
College Grange, '32, '33, '34; Calhoun Literary Society, '33,
'34; R. O. T. C, Clemson College, S. C, '33.
James Earle Copeland—"Squire"
Florence, South Carolina chemistry
"From the lowest depth there Ts a path to the loftiest height."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Private; Glee Club, '32, '33, '34;
Athanor, '32, '33, '34; Senior Privates Club, '34.
Charles Philip Cowherd
Branchiille, South Carolina general science
Four Years of Private Life; Sophomore "Y" Council, '32; Junior
"Y" Council, '33; Senior "Y" Council, '34; International Rela-
tions Club, '33, '34, Vice-President, '34; Calhoun Literary So-
ciety, '32, '33, '34; Varsity Boxing Team, '32, '33, '34; Gentle-
men's R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College, S. C, '3 3.
Leo Homer Crosson—"Leo"
Leesiille, South Carolina chemistry
"Be a friend if you want a friend."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Band, '31, '32,
'33, '34; Concert Band, '31, '32; Athanor; R. O. T. C. Band,
Clemson College, S. C.
HHBHH
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Frank Harrison Cunningham—"Country Ham"
Grain illc, South Carolina textile engineering
"Look ahead there's plenty of room in front."
Entered Junior Year from Citadel; Private; Corporal; Sergeant;
Senior Private; Non-R. O. T. C; Greenville County Club, '3 3,
'34; A. S. M. E., '3 3; International Relations Club, '3 3, '34,
President, '34; Phi Psi Fraternity, '3 3, '34; Senior Privates
Club, '34.
Hugh Graham Dargan—"Zitp"
Darlington, South Carolina animal husbandry
"Try hard, then, if necessary, try harder."
Private; Corporal, '30, '31, '32; Private; Private; Kappa Phi,
'30-'34, Secretary and Treasurer, '33, Vice-President, '34; Ani-
mal Husbandry Club, Secretary and Treasurer, '34; Sophomore
and Junior Dancing Clubs; Senior Privates Club; Inter-Fraternity
Council, '34; Photo Editor Taps; Gentlemen's R. O. T. C.
Camp, Fort Hill, S. C.
William Edwin Dargan—"Ned" or "Neddie"
Darlington, South Carolina agronomy
"All things are possible to him uho tries."
Private; Private; Private; and Private; Agronomy Club; Senior
Privates Club; Junior Dancing Club; Kappa Phi; Episcopal Club,
President, '3 3; "Rat" Football; Gentlemen's R. O. T. C. Camp.
Jack Bernard Day—"Dizzy"
Coio'pcus, South Carolina textile engineering
"Lit e and laugh—play today—forge! yesterday and let
tomorrow take tare of itself."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Executive Lieutenant; Freshman
Football; Freshman Basket-ball; President Sophomore Dancing
Club; Secretary Junior Dancing Club; Central Dance Associa-
tion, '32, '3 3; Junior-Senior Committee, '3 3; Alpha Chi Psi;





Charleston, S. C. engineering industrial education
"Be yourself, but be your honest self."
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant; Rifle Team, '33,
'34; Calhoun Literary Society, '34; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson
College, S. C.
William Curtis DeWitt—"De," "Wit"
Darlington, South Carolina dairy husbandry
"If yon can talk tilth crowds and keep your tirfiic
Or ualk with kings—nor lose the common touch . . "
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant; Band, '31, '32, '33,
'34; Concert Band, '31, '32; Boxing, '32, '33; Dairy Club, '33,
'34; R. O. T. C, Clemson College, S. C.
Alex Archibald Dickson—"A Square," "Dick"
Columbia, South Carolina architecture
"He u ho tooteth not his oun horn, said horn remaineth iintoofed."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant; Alpha Chi Psi,
Vice-President, '34; Heidelburg Club; Minaret Club, '31, '32,
'33, '34; Jungaleers, '31; Swimming Team, '33, '34, Alternate
Captain, '34; R. O. T. C. Swimming Team, '33; The Tiger, '3 3,
'34; Sophomore and Junior Dancing Clubs; Member Lost Bat-
talion, '32, '33.
Paul Van Buren Dill—"P. V."
Inman, South Carolina (.1 NERAL SCIENCE
"// / succeed in hie, I our if to my mother and dad;
if I fail, I, alone, am responsible."
Private; Corporal; Private; Private; Freshman Football, '30; R.
O. T. C, Clemson College, S. C; Senior Privates Club; Spartan-




Johnston, South Carolina electrical engineering
"Anything worthwhile h worth working for."
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant; Senior Manager of
Clemson Football Team, '3 3; Tau Beta Pi, '34; A. I. E. E., '33,
'34; Member Block "C" Club, '34; R. O. T. C, '31, '32, '33,
'34; Member of Clemson R. O. T. C. Baseball Team, '3 3; Presi-
dent of "The Larrikin Three," '34.
Leonard Austin Dobson—"Dobby"
Greer, South Carolina agronomy
"Ne\' week is gin'ually guinc to be mighty busy time."
Private; Private; Private; Private; Agronomy Club; Senior Pri-
vates Club.
Lawrence Major Dobson—"Dobby"
Greer, South Carolina general science
"What's the use of worrying? It never was worthwhile."
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private; Senior Privates Club;
Palmetto Literary Society, '32, '3 3; Vice-President Palmetto
Literary Society, '3 3.
Wvburn Cameron Dozier—"Teddy Bear"
Marion, South Carolina AGRICULTURAL engineering
" 'Tis but a Worthless world to u in or lose."
Private; Private; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; A. S. A. E., '32,
'33, '34, President, '34; "Rat" Football, '30, Varsity, '31, '32,
'33, Alternate Captain, '33; Block "C" Club, '32, '33, '34,
Secretary, '34; Historian Junior Class; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clem-
son College, S. C.
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Theodore Scott DuBose—"Scotty"
Ostbego, South Carolina mechanical engineering
"Rock along ole world and I'll rock with you."
Private; Corporal; Battalion Sergeant Major; First Lieutenant
(Executive); Junior "Y" Council, '33; Senior "Y" Council, '34;
Tau Beta Pi; A. S. M. E., '3 3, '34, Secretary-Treasurer, '34;
Senior Disciplinary Council; R. O. T. C. (Gentlemen's Camp),
Clemson College, S. C, '3 3.
Frank Young Duncan—"Squat"
Sharon, South Carolina agricultural economics
"A good aim isn't enough, You'ie got to pull the trigger."
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant; Sophomore Danc-
ing Club; Junior Dancing Club; York County Club; R. O. T.
C. (The Gentlemen's Camp).
William Terrell Duncan—"Bill"
Clayton, Georgia civil engineering
"Things are never as bad as they seem."
Member Georgia Club; A. S. C. E.; Senior Privates Club; Pri-
vate; Private; Private; Very Private.
Rlssell Brayton Eaton—"Rusty"
Clemson College, South Carolina chemistry
"Do the best \mi i .;/;, with what you've got, where you arc."
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; Captain; Athanor, '32, '33,
'34, Vice-President, '33, President, '34; Sophomore Council, Pres-
ident, '3 2; First Sergeants Club, President, '3 3; Tiger Brother-
hood, '32, '33, '34; Scabbard and Blade, '34; S. D. 3; The Tiger,
'32, '3 3, Feature Editor, '34; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson Col-





Frank Wilton Edwards—"Wiggle" "Jug"
Fountain Inn, South Carolina electrical engineering
"// is bard to fail; hut it is worse inter to have tried to succeed."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Executive Lieutenant; Tau Beta Pi;
A. I. E. E.; Y. M. C. A.; R. O. T. C.
Joseph Reid Ellis—"Julius"
Riclibur", South Carolina agricultural chemistry
"W'Ai worry, it will happen anyway."
Private; Corporal; Supply Sergeant; Captain; Junior Platoon;
Alpha Zeta; R. O. T. C.
Glorge Thomas Elmorl—"Aloe"
Caffney, South Carolina engineering industrial education
"Why worry, it will happen anyway."
Private; Private; Private; Private; Junior Dancing Club; Chero-
kee County Club, '31, '32; Senior Privates Club; Non-R. O.
T. C.
Clarence Mitchell Evans—"Catfish"
Vamplico, South Carolina electrical engineering
"Dream and lire to make your dreams come true."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Private; Member A. S. M. E., '32,
'33; Member A. I. E. E., '32, '33; Member Aero Club, '}2, '33,
'34; Member Senior Privates Club, '34.
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Harry Mason Ferguson—"Ferg," "Skinny"
York, South Carolina electrical engineering
"The devil is afraid of music—sing, brother, sing."
Private; Corporal; Bo-Sophomore and Ex-Corporal; Private; Pri-
vate; York County Club; Senior Privates Club; Alumni of
Auburn Summer School.
Moses Alexander Foster—"Alex"
Roebuck, South Carolina agricultural education
"What I am 1 owe to my parents."
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private; Member Spartanburg
County Club, '30, '31, '32, '33, '34; Charter Member Mt. Tabor
Grange; Senior Privates Club, '3 3, '34; R. O. T. C. Camp,
Clemson College, S. C, '3 3; Member Junior Dancing Club,
'32, '33.
Alvin Charles Fowler—"Jap"
Taylors, South Carolina agricultural education
"Give to the world the best you have and the best will come back to you."
Private; Private; Private; Private.
William Ernest Freeman—"jack"
Greenville, Smith Carolina architecture
"Life /i io short, but there i always time for courtesy."
Private; Private; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant; Minaret Club,
'31, '32, '33, '34; Greenville County Club, '32, '33, '34, Vice-






Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Minaret Club, '31,
'32, '33, '34.
William Roy Fudge—"Chocolate"
Columbia, South Carolina civil engineering
"Take the world as you find it but do not leave it so."
Private; Corporal; Supply Sergeant; Captain (Battalion Adju-
tant); Varsity Boxing, '32, '33, '34; Freshman Track Squad,
'31; A. S. C. E., '33, '34; Kamp Klarke Klan, '32; R. O. T. C,
Clemson College, S. C, '3 3.
Joseph Spottswood Geer—"Lou"
Greenville, South Carolina electrical engineering
"The uhole secret of life is to be interested in one thing profoundly
and in a thousand things uell."
Private; Private; Sergeant; Senior Private; Historian Sophomore
Class; Historian Senior Class; Tau Beta Pi; Sigma Phi; Senior
Disciplinary Council; Senior Privates Club.
James Gendron Gibbs—"Sunrise," "Harry," "Presto" " Jim"
Charleston, South Carolina textile engineering
"Let reason mitigate our care; to mourn, avails not; man is born to bear."
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private; Vice-President Sigma




Greenville, South Carolina mechanical engineering
"Old world, uise and gay
Take a back seat and watch us play
By the rules of the N. R. A."
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; Major; Freshman Football;
Freshman Track; Varsity Track; Sophomore Dancing Club; First
Sergeants Club; Greenville Club; Fernow's Knitting Club; Tau
Beta Pi; Gentlemen's R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College, S. C.
Emory Thompson Gladden—"Em"
Fort Lawn, South Carolina electrical engineering
"Use no hurtful deceit; think innocently and justly and
if you speak, speak accordingly."
Private; Corporal; Private; Second Lieutenant; R. O. T. C.
Camp, Clemson College, S. C; Chester Countv Club, '33, '34;
A. S. M. E., '33.
Philip Warren Goss—"Phil," "P. W."
Elherton, Georgia textile engineering
"The surest way to get somewhere is to knou where you are going."
University of Georgia; Private; Private; Senior Private; Senior
Privates Club; Georgia Club; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson Col-
lege, S. C.
Tui i t Harper Graham—"Keel"
Cokesbitry, Smith Carolina agricultural engineering
"
'Tis better to have loved and lost than never to have loved at all."
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private; 4-H Club, '31, '32;
A. S. A. E.
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Farnum Moore Gray—"Runt"
Brnuson, South Carolina dairy husbandry
"Mother, the best friend of all."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Freshman Foot-
ball; Member Hampton County Club, '30, '31, '3 3, President,
'33; Junior Dancing Club; Fourth Corps Area Champion Platoon;
Dairy Club, '32, '33, Vice-President, '33; Alpha Zeta, '32, '33,
Treasurer, '3 3; R. O. T. C. Baseball Team; W. J.'s House Part),
R. O. T. C, Clemson College, S. C.
Nash Newton Gray—"N~"
Gray Court, South Carolina agronomy
"Success doesn't come by chance—it's earned."
Agronomy Club, '32, '3 3; Laurens County Club, '30, '31, '32;
Senior Privates Club; Private; Private; Private; Senior Private.
Frederic Eugene Green—"Chicken"
Anderson, South Carolina general science
"We share with justice as with foil ue gain."
Private; Private; Private; Private; Member of Sigma Phi, '30,
'31, '32, Secretary, '32, '3 3, President, '33, '34; Member of An-
derson County Club, Treasurer, '32, '33; The Tiger Staff, '31,
'32.
Francis L. Green—"Pete"
Bishopiille, South Carolina agricultural chemistry
"Things I accomplish I one to my mother and father;
Things that I fail I one to myself."
Private; Private; Private; Private; Non-R. O. T. C.
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Roy Johnston Greene—"R. J."
Orangeburg, South Carolina electrical engineering
"There is always a better way."
Private; Corporal; Supply Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Tennis
Team, '33, '34; Junior Platoon Fourth Corps Area Champions,
'3 3; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College, S. C; A. I. E. E., '33,
'34, Chairman, '34; Tau Beta Pi, '33, '34.
William Pemberton Greene—"Bill"
Darlington, South Carolina chemistry
-J
"Count tbiit Jay lost whose low descending sun,
Vieu s from thy band no worthy action done."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Athanor, '32, '33,
'34; Junior Platoon Fourth Corps Area Championship; R. O.
T. C. Camp, Clemson College, S. C.
Daniel Pressly Griffis—"Griff"
Edgefield, South Carolina agricultural education
"The mil\ way to hate a friend is to be one."
Private; Private; Private; Guidon Bearer; Y. M. C. A.; Sopho-
more Dancing Club, '3 2; Junior Dancing Club, '3 3; R. O. T. C.
Camp, Clemson College, S. C, "W. J.'s House Party; Senior
Privates Club, '34; Alpha Tau Alpha, '33, '34.
Paul Chaplin Grimball—"Bessie"
Johns Island, South Carolina HORTICULTURE
Private; Private; Private; Private; Member of: Freshman "Y"
Council, '3 0, '31; Sophomore "Y" Council, '31, '32; Junior "Y"
Council, '32, '33; Senior "Y" Council, '33, '34; Horticultural
Club, '32, '33, '34; Senior Privates Club, '33, '34.
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John Franklin Griner—"Johnny"
Meggett, South Carolina agricultural engineering
"Lit f and Learn."
Private; Corporal; Private; Second Lieutenant; Beta Sigma Chi;
A. S. A. E.; Boxing, '3 2; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College,
S. C.
Joseph Edmond Guill—"Joe E."
Henilersom ille, North Carolina electrical engineering
"As you idealize so will you visualize; as you lisualize you will realize."
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant; Member North
Carolina Club, '33, '34, President, '34; Member Sophomore Danc-
ing Club, '32; Member A. I. E. E., '33, '34; Inferno Victim, '33;
Member R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College, S. C.
Charles Palmer Hamilton—"Sarge"
Conway, South Carolina agricultural education
"To have what we want is riches; but to be able to Jo
without is pouer—anJ what power}"
Private; Private; Very Private; Senior Private; R. O. T. C. Camp,
Clemson College, S. C; Alpha Tau Alpha, '3 3, '3 4.
William Jefferson Hanna—"Bill," "Sherlock," "Sparky"
Blacksburg, South Carolina agricultural chemistry
"Maybe such fools as 1 will learn some day that procrastination is
the thief of time, and that the easiest way is usually the wrong way."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Private (Keep Out) ; U. S. Non-
R. O. T. C. (Retired) ; One of "Bill's" Failures—That's All.
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Harry Thomas Harllee—"Squire"
Florence, South Carolina agricultural engineering
"All that I am I owe to my mother."
Private; Private; Private; Private; A. S. A. E.; Grange; Rifle
Team, '31, '32, '33, Coach, '33; Clemson R. O. T. C; R. O.
T. C. Rifle Team.
George Harmon—"Pal"
Lexington, South Carolina agronomy
"Life is like a game, the chances are not in our power, but the playing is."
Private; Private; Private; Lieutenant; Member of the Agronomy
Club, President, '33, '34; R. O. T. C. Training Camp, Clemson
College, S. C.
Lucius Herman Harvin, Jr.—"Ego," "Minnie"
Manning, South Carolina electrical engineering
"Write me down as one who lows his fellowman."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Captain; President of Senior Class;
Chairman Senior Disciplinary Council; Chief Commencement
Marshal, '3 3; Blue Key; Scabbard and Blade; Tiger Brotherhood;
A. I. E. E.; Chairman Central Dance Association, '33, '34; Chair-
man R. O. T. C. Dance Association, '3 3; Clemson R. O. T. C.
Baseball Team; Gentlemen's R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College,
S. C; Sophomore-Junior Dancing Clubs.
Charles Murray Henley—"Champ," "Monk"
Sum men ille, South Carolina electrical engineering
"Listen to adiicc, then do what you think is right."
Private; Private; Private; First Lieutenant; A. I. E. E., '32, '3 3,
'34; Critic, '3 3, '34; Junior and Senior Platoons; Beta Sigma Chi;
Bantam Weight Boxing Champion Fourth Corps Area, '3 3; Mem-
ber Clemson's Runner-up R. O. T. C. Baseball Team, '3 3; Cal-
houn Literary Society, '32; Varsity Boxing, '32, '33, '34; Mem-
ber Camp Clemson, '3 3.
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John Rush Herndon
Toccoa, Georgia CIVIL ENGINEERING
"A true frieihl is your greatest asset."
Private; Private; Sergeant; Private; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson
College, S. C, '33; Civil Engineers Surveying Camp, '32; Geor-
gia Club, '31, '32; A. S. C. E., '3 3, '34; fau Beta Pi, '34; Senior
Privates Club, '34.
Haskel Henry Heron—"H. H."
Jenkinsville, South Carolina electrical engineering
"To him who talks and talks and talks this motto should appeal;
The steam that toots the whistle neier turns the wheel."
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private; Senior Privates Club,
'34; A. I. E. E., '3 3, '34; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College,
S. C, '3 3; Member of Clemson's R. O. T. C. Baseball Run-
ner-ups, '33.
Calhoun Newton Hinton—"Cyanide"
Pickens, South Carolina chemistry
"// / am a success, I owe it to my mother and father;
if I am a failure, I owe it to myself."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Member Pickens
County Club, '31; Secretary Pickens County Club, '32; Vice-
President Pickens County Club, '3 3; President Pickens County
Club, '34; Member Freshman "Y" Council, '31; Member Sopho-
more "Y" Council, '32; Member Junior "Y" Council, '3 3; Mem-
ber Senior "Y" Council, '34; Member Program Committee Senior
"Y" Council, '34; Member The Athanor, '31, '32, '33, '34;
Member B. Y. P. U., '31; Member Calhoun Literary Society, '34;
R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College, S. C.
James Kelley Hope, Jr.—"Joe K."
Rock Hill, South Carolina agricultural economics
"Honesty, hard work, and fair play; these shall be the rules and
guide of my life in all its phases."
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; Captain of Company "D";
President of the Agricultural Economics Club; Vice-President of
York County Club; Member of Junior and Senior Platoon; Com-
pany Social and Athletic Officer; Member of First Sergeants
Club; R. O. T. C, Clemson College; Scabbard and Blade.
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Ernest Gladstone Howard—"Jawbone"
Greenville, South Carolina mechanical engineering
"// women interfere with your uork, quit work."
Private; More Private; Still Private; Very Private; U. S. Retired
Corporal; Non-R. O. T. C, '33, '34; Visitor at R. O. T. C.
Camp, Clemson College, S. C, '3 3.
Emory L. Howell—"Speedy"
Georgetown, South Carolina textile designing
"A pipe, a book, a fire, a friend,
A stein thafs always full;
Here's to the joys of a bachelor's life,
A life that is never dull."
Private (Four Times) ; R. O. T. C. House Party, Clemson Col-
lege, S. C.
William Mason Howle—"Bill"
Darlington, South Carolina agricultural education
"Be a friend if \ou want a friend."
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant; Junior "Y" Coun-
cil; Senior "Y" Council; Alpha Tau Alpha, '3 3, '34; College
Grange, '33, '34; Calhoun Literary Society, '33, '34; Secretary
Calhoun Literary Society, '3 3; College 4-H Club, '32; B. Y.
P. U., '33, '34; Baptist Choir, '33, '34; R. O. T. C. Camp,
Clemson College, S. C; Glee Club, '31, '32, '33, '34; Vice-
President Calhoun Literary Society, '34.
Hi nry Alberta Hunt—"Chirk"
Walhalla, South Carolina chemistry
"Ii matters not bun long \ou live, but bow well."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Athanor, '32, '33,
'34; S. D. 3; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College, S. C, '3 3.
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James Buchanan Hunt—"Jim"
Prosperity, S. C. engineering industrial education
"Try and fry again."
Private; Private; Private; More Private; Senior Privates Club.
Joseph Everett Hunter, Jr.—"Little Joe"
Ciemson College, South Carolina b.s. chemistry
"Life is too short to worry, SO why uorry?
Enjoy living—death is so permanent."
Private; Corporal; Color Sergeant; Captain Regimental Staff
(S-2); Treasurer Central Dance Association, '34; Member Ath-
anor; Tiger Brotherhood; R. O. T. C. Camp, Ciemson College,
S. C, '33.
Oscar Roland Huskey, Jr.—"Buddy," "O. R."
Rocky Mount, North Carolina architecture
"Man is waiter of bis own fate—be yoursilf."
Private; Private; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; B. S. U. Council,
Vice-President, '33, President, '34; First Vice-President State
B. S. U. Council, '34; Y. M. C. A. Council, '33, '34; Baptist
Choir, '32, '3 3, '34; Minaret Club, '31, '32, '3 3, '34; President
North Carolina Club; R. O. T. C. Camp, Ciemson College,
S. C; Life Saving Instructor; B. Y. P. U.; Junior Platoon.
Jack Robert Hutcheson—"Stoncfare"
Buchanan, Georgia agronomy and pre-medicine
"Why take life seriously—you'll never get out of it alive."
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; Captain; Sophomore, Junior,
Senior Y. M. C. A. Councils; Secretary Senior Council; Tiger
Brotherhood, '33, '34, Vice-President, '33; Associate Circulation
Manager, The Tiger Staff; Secretary Agronomy Club; Scabbard
and Blade; Assistant Headwaiter, '3 2, '3 3, Headwaiter, '3 3, '34;
R. O. T. C. Camp, Ciemson College, S. C; First Sergeants Club;
Vice-President Georgia Club; Commencement Marshal, '3 3.
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Frank Robertson Iler—"Kayo"
Greenville} South Carolina textile chemistry
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; Captain; Phi Psi; Junior
Warden, '34; The Tiger Staff, '32, '33, '34, Exchange Editor, '34;
First Sergeants Club, '3 3; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College,
S. C, '33; Greenville County Club, '31, '32; Sophomore Dancing
Club.
Tracy Howard Jackson—"Jack"
Clemson College, South Carolina mechanical engineering
"You're never licked until you admit it."
Band; Headquarters Company; Concert Band, '31; A. S. M. E.,
'3 2-'34, Corresponding Secretary, '3 3; Private, Four Years; R. O.
T. C. Swimming Team; R. O. T. C, Clemson College, S. C, '3 3.
James Francis James—"Jesse"
S/t infer, South Carolina architecture
Private; Private; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Band, '31, '32, '33,
'34; Concert Band, '31, '32, '33, '34; R. O. T. C. Band; Glee
Club; The R. O. T. C. Orchestra; Sigma Theta, '31; Sigma
Epsilon, '32, '33, '34; Minaret Club; Sumter County Club;
Sophomore Dancing Club; Junior Dancing Club; Jungaleer Or-
chestra; Freshman Football, '31; The Tiger Staff, '32, '33, '34;
Business Manager The Tiger; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson Col-
lege, S. C.
Robert Francis Jenkins—"Bob"
Sumter, South Carolina textile chemistry and dyeing
"All hopes, my prayers, my deeds, come from that guiding star—
my mother."
Private; Corporal; Supply Sergeant; First Lieutenant (Execu-
tive) ; Member Sophomore and Junior Dancing Clubs; Color
Guard; York County Club; Phi Psi, '33, '34; Business Manager




Rock Hill, South Carolina textile chemistry and dyeing
"Think not of the future, make the best of the
present and forget the past."
Private; Private; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Phi Psi; R. O. T. C.
Ernest Howard King—"Squat"
Mnllins, South Carolina civil engineering
"He (or she) u ho sows must weep."
Clemson College Surveying Camp, '3 2; Junior Dance Club, Vice-
President; Tau Beta Pi, '33, '34; A. S. C. E., '33, '34, Vice-
President, '34; Clemson R. O. T. C. Camp; Central Dance
Association, '33, '34; President Senior Privates Club; Vice-
President Senior Class; Senior Disciplinary Council.
Morris Knigofi—"Kick y"
Greenville, South Carolina textile engineering
"My greatest treasures are my friends."
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private; Senior Privates Club;
Greenville County Club, '31, '32; A. S. M. E., '33, '34; R. O.
T. C. Camp, Clemson College, S. C, '33.
Fred Alexander Knight—"Fred"
Angelas, South Carolina engineering industrial education
"Hatred is Self-Punishment."
Private; Corporal; Private; Private; Varsity Baseball, '3 3, '34.
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Samuel Bradley Knight—"Eagle Beak"
Asbeville, North Carolina chemistry
"A gentleman is a man that has the adtantage and doesn't take it."
Private; Corporal; Supply Sergeant; Private; Athanor, '33, '34;
North Carolina Club, Vice-President, '33; Junior Dancing Club;
Senior Privates Club; Non-R. O. T. C.
Jack Thomas Steppe—"Jack"
Lake Murray, South Carolina electrical engineering
"All that I aw or ever hope to be, I owe to my mother."
Private; Corporal; Private; Senior Private; Senior Privates Club,
'34; A. I. E. E., '33, '34.
Asbury Wilson Koon—"Coon"
Peak, South Carolina agricultural education
"Think it out before you speak it out."
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant; Y. M. C. A., '30;
Lutheran Student Association, '31, '32, '33, '34; Assistant Man-
ager Varsity Baseball Team, '33; Alpha Tau Alpha, '32, '33, '34,
Second Vice-President, '33, '34; R. O. T. C, Clemson College,
S. C. (W. J.'s House Party).
Carey Edwin Lacey
Rai enel, South Carolina
AGRICUJ TURAL EDUCATION AND ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
"All that I am, all thai I hope to be I owe to my parents."
Charleston County Club, '30, '31; Clemson 4-H Club, '31, Re-
cording Secretary, '32, President, '3 3; Clemson College Grange,
'31, '32, '33; The Animal Husbandry Club, President, '33.
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Fred Timms Langford—"Pop"
Dl) thewood, South Carolina agriculture, entomology
"Get into the swim whether you drown or float, but get in!"
Private; Private; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant; Grange, '32; 4-H
Club, '33, '34.
Archie Andrew Langley—"A3"
Plum Branch, South Carolina agricultural engineering
"My goal is Heaven
My motto is, 'I will'
My objectives are: living, laughing and loving."
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant; Calhoun Literary
Society, '31; Charter Member 4-H Club, '31, '3 2, '33, Secretary,
'34; Charter Member College Grange, '32, '3 3, Master, '34;
Charter Member Clemson College A. S. A. E., '32, '33, Secretary-
Treasurer, '34; Palmetto Literary Society, '3 3, '34; Company
Social and Recreational Officer, '34; Winner of Trustees' Medal,
'33.
Brice McDowell Latham—''Cherry"
York, South Carolina agricultural economics
"Be a friend to all, but love only one."
Private; Private; Sergeant; Private; Non-R. O. T. C; Freshman
Football Team, '31; Track, '31, '32, '33; Cross Country Team,
'31, '32; Y. M. C. A. Councils, '31, '32, '33, '34, Vice-President,
'33, '34; Y. M. C. A. Quartet, '33, '34; Cabinet, '34; Chairman
Deputation Team; Registrar-Interstate Cabinet Retreat, '34; Pal-
metto Literary Society, '31, Sergeant-at-Arms; Block "C" Club,
'32, '33, '34; Christian Endeavor, '31, '32, '33, '34, Vice-Presi-
dent, '34; Glee Club, '31, '3 2; Junior Dancing Club; York
County Club, '34, Secretary and Treasurer.




to success; whatever it may be."
Private; Corporal; Company Supply Sergeant; Captain (Person-
nel Adjutant); Freshman Track, '31 (State Champs); Varsity
Track, '32, '33; Tennis Team, '33, '34; Block "C" Club, '32,
'3 3, '34; The Ti^cr Staff, '3 2, '33, Associate Editor, '34; Tiger
Brotherhood, '32,' '33, '34; Athanor, '32, '33, '34; Glee Club, '31;
Honor Student, '3 3; Georgia Club, '32, '34; R. O. T. C. Camp,




Greenwood, South Carolina arts and science
"// you leant ii friend—be a friend!"
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; ("X") First Lieutenant; Historian
Freshman Class; Vice-President Sophomore Dancing Club; Junior
Dancing Club; Greenwood County Club, '30; Sigma Theta, '30;
Sigma Epsilon Fraternity, '31, '32, '3 3, '34, Secretary and Treas-
urer, '31, Vice-President, '34; Inter-Fraternity Council, '34;
Cheer Leader, '32, '33, '34; Head Cheer Leader, '34; Athletic
and Social Officer Drum and Bugle Corp; Grill Club; Gentle-
men's R. O. T. C. Camp, Fort Hill, S. C, '3 3.
George Wayne LeMaster—"Mack"
Gaffney, South Carolina agronomy
"It's not what you can do, but what you do that counts."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Lieutenant (Executive Officer)
;
Junior Platoon, '3 3; Taps Staff, '34; Freshman, Sophomore,
Junior, and Senior Y. M. C. A. Councils; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet,
'34; Palmetto Literary Society, '31, '32, '33, '34; B. S. U. Coun-
cil, '33, '34; Agronomy Club, '33, '34, Vice-President, '34; R. O.
T. C. Camp, Clemson College, S. C.
William Lawrence Leverette—"Bill"
Columbia, South Carolina mechanical engineering
"Mottoes, epitaphs, etc., should be on tombstones—read mine there."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Captain, S-4 Regimental Staff; The
Tiger Staff, '32, '33, '34, Associate Sports Editor, '32, Sports
Editor, '33, Editor-in-Chief, '34; Blue Key, '33, '34, Vice-
President, '34; Tau Beta Pi, '33, '34; Cataloguer, '34; A. S.
M. E., '3 3, '34; Clemson R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College,
S. C.
Thomas Norwood Lide—"Tommy"
Anderson, South Carolina ARTS AND SCIENCE
"An idle brain is the devil's workshop."
Private; Private; Sergeant; Captain; Sigma Epsilon; Intramural
Bantamweight Champion, '31; Boxing Team, '3 2, '3 3; Block
"C" Club, '32, '3 3, '34; Guide Junior Platoon; R. O. T. C.




Saluda, South Carolina agricultural education
"Lite as though life were earnest, ami life it ill be so."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Member College
Grange; Palmetto Literary Society; Charter Member Semi-"Y"
Council, '3 3, '34; Member R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College,
s. c.
Paul Avery Lowry—"Kid"
Columbia, South Carolina electrical engineering
"There is always a better way."
Private; Again; Likewise; Still; Capital City Club, '30, '31, '32;
Kappa Phi, '31, '32, '3 3, '34, President, '34; Sigma Theta, '30;
Inter-Fraternity Council, '34; Sophomore and Junior Dancing
Clubs; Senior Privates Club; R. O. T. C. Camp, Fort Hill, S. C.
William Earl Lupo—"Lnjx"
Dillon, South Carolina DAIRY HUSBANDRY
"I'll fry anything nine."
Private; Private; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Junior Platoon, '32,
'33; Dairy Club, '32, '33, '34.
William Gordon Lyles—"Bill"
Newberry, South Carolina architecture
"The greatest of faults i\ to be conscious of none."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant (Executive Of-
ficer) ; Art Editor Taps, '34; Secretary-Treasurer Minaret Club,
'31, '32, '33, President, '34; Central Dance Association, '34;
Sigma Epsilon, '3 0, '34; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College,
S. C.
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Otis Benjamin Lynes, Jr.—"Oberg"
Fairfax, South Carolina textile engineering
"A big man is usually a little man who takes advantage of an opportunity."
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant; R. O. T. C. Camp,
Clemson College, S. C.
William Gordon Lynn—"Mountain Goat"
Taylors, South Carolina dairying
"//. who rows bis brother across the stream will also arrive."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Freshman Track,
Varsity, '32, '33, '34, Captain, '34; Freshman Football, '30,
Varsity, '31, '32, '33; Block "C" Club, '32, '33, '34, Vice-
President, '33, '34; Dairy Club; R. O. T. C, Clemson College,
Cleveland Arthur Lytle—"Cleve"
Fort Mill, South Carolina general science
"Always be a gentleman the highest calling of man."
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; Lieutenant Colonel; Scabbard
and Blade Fraternity; Central Dance Association, '34; Member
Junior Platoon Fourth Corps Area Champions; Secretary Calhoun
Literary Society, '33; President of Calhoun Literary Society, '34;
International Relations Club, '3 3, '34; First Sergeants Club, '32;
Commencement Marshal, '3 3; Student Handbook Committee,
'3 3; York County Club; Assistant Manager Varsity Football
Team; Junior and Senior Y. M. C. A. Councils; Gentlemen's
R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College, S. C; Blue Key, '34.
Crayton McCown—"Mac"
Darlington, South Carolina
"There's a honc\ on that thar hill."
AGRONOMY
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Private; Intramural Bantamweight
Champion, '32; Agronomy Club, '32,-'34; Senior Privates Club.
V
David Emory Penney
Abbeville, South Carolina electrical engineering
"Man's life is a progress, not a station.
Tau Beta Pi, '33, '34; Corresponding Secretary Tau Beta Pi;
A. I. E. E., '3 3, '34; Secretary-Treasurer A. I. E. E.; Private;





"Try daily to improve yourself."
Private; Corporal; Supply Sergeant; Executive Lieutenant; Dairy
Club, '32, '33, '34; Glee Club, '32, '33; Junior Platoon; Junior
and Senior "Y" Councils; Alpha Zeta, '3 3, '34; Company Ath-
letic and Social OrHcer; "Bohunk" Football Team, '31, '32.
Lyle Nelson McKain—"Mac," "Jew," "Runt"
Florence, South Carolina electrical engineering
"Leicht Bekommen; Leicbt Verle/zen."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant; A. I. E. E.;
Calhoun Literary Society; Sophomore Dancing Club; President
Junior Dancing Club; Central Dance Association, '32-'34, As-
sistant to President, '34; Sigma Theta, '30; Sigma Epsilon, '31-
'34, Secretary-Treasurer, '3 3, President, '34; Inter-Fraternity
Council, '3 3, '34; Gentlemen's R. O. T. C. Camp, Fort Hill,
S. C.
John Thomas McKinney, Jr.—"Dizzy," "ReJ," "Snake"
Easiey, South Carolina civil engineering
"No good e'er conies of leisure purposeless; ami Heaven ne'er
helps the man who will not act."
Private; Private; Private; Private; Pickens County Club, '30,
'31; A. S. M. E., '32, '33; A. S. C. E., '33, '34; Kamp Klarke
Klan; Senior Privates Club; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College,
S. C; Semi-"Y" Council, '32-'34.
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Curtis Clark McMillin, Jr.—"C-Squarc," "Mac"
Spartanburg, South Carolina textile chemistry
"He uho does nothing for others, docs nothing for himself."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Spartanburg Clem-
son Club, '30, '31, '32, '33; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College,
S. C, '33; Phi Psi, '32, '33, '34; Dancing Clubs.
James Riley McNab—"Buckshot"
Barnwell, South Carolina mechanical engineering
"One Hies for little, uho Hies for self alone."
Private; Private; Private; Private; "Gentlemen's" R. O. T. C.
Camp; Senior Privates Club; A. S. M. E.; Infernow Club, '34.
Alexander C. McRae, Jr.—"Eck"
Clio, South Carolina horticulture
"All that I am I oue to my mother—all I am not I owe to myself."
Private; No Privacy (Corporal); Private Again; "Gold Brick";
Horticultural Club, '33, '34; Member of Senior Privates Club;
One of "Snub's" Victims.
John Lewis Mack—"Rosebud"
bone Star, South Carolina agricultural education
"Line main. trust feu, hut always (taddie yotli own canoe."
Private; Private; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Alpha Zeta, '3 3,
'34, Censor, '34; Junior and Senior Y. M. C. A. Councils; Alpha
Tau Alpha, '3 3, '34, First Vice-President, '34; Member of Fourth
Corps Area Championship Junior Platoon, '3 3; R. O. T. C.





"Never giie up until death."
Transfer, William and Mary College, Williamsburg, Va.; Trans-
fer, Lincoln Memorial University, Harrogate, Tenn.; Private;
Private; Senior Privates Club; Horticultural Club; Calhoun
Literary Society; Y. M. C. A.; B. Y. P. U.
William Olin Mauldin—"W. O."
Liberty, South Carolina civil engineering
"All that 1 aw, all that I hope to be, 1 one to my parents."
Private; Day Cadet; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Clemson College
Surveying Camp; Palmetto Literary Society, '3 3; A. S. C. E.,
'34; Tau Beta Pi, '34; President Epworth League, '34; Vice-
President State Methodist Student Conference, '34; Junior and
Senior "Y" Councils; R. O. T. C, Clemson College, S. C.
William Alexander Medlin, Jr.—"Champ"
Florence, South Carolina engineering industrial education
"They are never alone that arc accompanied by noble thoughts."
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant; Junior Dancing
Club; Block "C" Club, '33, '34; Middleweight Intramural Box-
ing Champion, '32; Freshman Football, '30; Varsity Boxing, '32,
'33, '34; South Carolina Junior Middleweight Champion, '33;
Southern Conference Boxing Tournament, '3 3, '34; R. O. T. C.
Camp, Clemson College, S. C, '33; R. O. T. C. Light Heavy-
weight Boxing Champion.
William Davis Metts—"Bill"
Greenville, South Carolina textile engineering
"The only nay to haie a friend h to be one."
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private; Greenville County
Club; Senior Privates Club; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson Col-
lege, S. C.
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Robert Henry Middleton, Jr.
Clarks Hill, South Carolina civil engineering
"Be hones/ with everyone, even with yourself."
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant; Tau Beta Pi, '3 3,
'34; American Society of Civil Engineers, '3 3, '34; Clemson
College Surveying Camp, '3 3; R. O. T. C, Clemson College,
S. C.
John William Miller, Jr.—"Big John," "Monk"
York, South Carolina electrical engineering
"Loie many and trust jew, but always paddle your own canoe."
Private; Private; Sergeant; Private; York County Club; R. O.
T. C. Camp, '3 3 (The Gentlemen's Camp); Senior Privates
Club; Alumni of Auburn Summer School; Ramblers' Club, '3 3,
'34.
Garrett Judson Mobley—"Garroot"
Kershaw, South Carolina agricultural education
"The moment parsed is no longer; the future may -never be;
the present is all of u bit b man n master."
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant; 4-H Club, '31,
'32, '33, '34; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College, S. C, '33;
Alpha Tau Alpha, '34.
Samuel LeNoir Moise—"Count"
Sumter, South Carolina architecture
Private; Private; Drum Major; First Lieutenant; Band, '31, '32,
'33, '34; Concert Band, '31; Property Manager Jungaleer Or-
chestra, '34; Kappa Phi, '31, '32, '33, '34; R. O. T. C. Camp,
Clemson College, S. C, '33; Sumter County Club, '31, '32, '33,
'34; Minaret Club, '3 1, '32, '33, '34; Band Social Officer, '34;
Sophomore Dancing Club, '32; Junior Dancing Club, '3 3; Fresh-
man Football Squad, '31; R. O. T. C. Band; Episcopal Club;
International Relations Club, '32.
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David Smithson Moon—"Daie"
Westminster, South Carolina general science
"Do right and fear no man—Jim'/ write and fear no uoiiian."
Private; Corporal; Private; Guidon Bearer; Battalion Baseball,
'29; Oconee County Club, '28; Sophomore Dancing Club, '29;
Junior Dancing Club, '30.
Walter Dickson Moss, Jr.—"Buck"
Walhalla, South Carolina chemistry
"Work Conquers."
Private; Corporal; Supply Sergeant; Captain; Tiger Brotherhood,
'32, '33, '34; Athanor, '32, '33, '34, Secretary and Treasurer,
'33, Vice-President, '34; Scabbard and Blade; Assistant Photo
Editor of Taps; Member of Junior Platoon; R. O. T. C, Clem-
son College, S. C.
Julius Henry Muller—"Technique"
Charleston, South Carolina electrical engineering
"Let this be my perennial motto: To learn—learn— learn;
for I knou nothing."
Band, '31, '32, '33, '34; A. I. E. E., '33, '34; Glee Club, '31, '32;
Secretary and Treasurer, '32, Vice-President, '3 3, and President,
'34, of the Lutheran Student Association; Private; Corporal;
Private; Second Lieutenant; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College,
S. C, '33.
Richard Lee Nalley—"Dick"
Florence, South Carolina textile engineering
"Be satisfied with your possessions, hut not content with yourself
until you have made the best of them."
Private; Corporal; Supply Sergeant; First Lieutenant; A. S.
M. E., '34; Company Athletic and Social Officer; Member of
Junior Platoon Fourth Corps Area Champions, '3 3; R. O. T. C.
Camp, Clemson College, S. C, '3 3.
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Henry Hutchinson Nathan—"Pipe"
Charleston, South Carolina mechanical engineering
; "and I choose neper to stoop."
A. S. M. E., '3 3, '34; Chairman Program Committee, '34; Junior
Platoon, '3 3; Fourth Corps Area Champions, '3 3; Clemson R. O.
T. C. Camp, '3 3; In-"Fernow" Club, '34; Private; Private;
Private; Private.
Sheldon Morris Newsom—"Bo"
Jacksonville, Florida textile designing
"Venire facile, alter facile."
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant; Private; Drum and
Bugle Corps, '31, '32, '33, '34; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson
College, S. C, '3 3; "Rat" Football, '31; Intramural Volley-ball,
'32, '33, Regimental Champions, '33; Intramural Basket-ball, '30,
'31, '3 2, '3 3, Runners-up, '32; Intramural Baseball, '31, '32, '33,
Regimental Champions, '33; Member Intramural Athletic Board,
'31, '32, '33; Florida Club, '33, '34; Senior Privates Club,
'33, '34.
Maxcy P. Nolan—"Mack," "M. P."
Blenheim, S. C. agricultural education and agronomy
"Do the best you can where you are, anil when that is accomplished,
God u ill open a door to a higher sphere."
Private; Private; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet,
'33, Council, '31, '32, '33; B. Y. P. U., '30, '31, '32, President,
'3 3; B. S. U. Council, '31, '3 2, '3 3; Calhoun Literary Society,
'3 2, Vice-President, '3 3; Alpha Tau Alpha, '32, '3 3; College
Grange, '33; Expert Drill Platoon, R. O. T. C; R. O. T. C.
Camp, Clemson College, S. C; Agronomy Club, '33, '34.
Karl Edward Nuessner—"Genera Nuisance"
Greenville, South Carolina agricultural education
"/ oU/e my success to my parents, my failures to myself."
Private; Corporal; Supply Sergeant; First Sergeant; Executive
First Lieutenant; Freshman, Sophomore, Junior and Senior "Y"
Councils; Vice-President "Y"; "Y" Cabinet, '32, '33, '34; Pal-
metto Literary Society, '30, '31, '32; The Tiger Reporter, '31, '32,
'33; Alpha Tau Alpha; President Greenville Club, '3 3, '34; Lec-
turer Clemson Grange, '3 3, '34; Athletic and Social Officer for






Chicago, Illinois civil engineering
"May our eyes be no keener when ue look upon the faults
of others than when we mrvey oin own."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Private; A. S. C. E., '32, '33, '34;
Honor Sophomore, '32, President, '34; Clemson Surveying Camp,
'32; Tau Beta Pi, '34; Senior Privates Club, '34.
Robert Alvin Owen—"Robert-a"
Orangeburg, South Carolina electrical engineering
"There is always j better way."
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private; Senior Privates Club;
A. I. E. E.
Fields Luther Parks—"Bitbber"
Meggetf, South Carolina agricultural chemistry
"Be a gentleman, the highest calling of man."
Junior Platoon, '32, '33; Senior Platoon, '33, '34; Private; Cor-
poral; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Episcopal Club, '31, '32, '33,
'34; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College, S. C.
Norman Curtis Parks—"Red," "Stooley"
Bennettsi tile, South Carolina industrial engineering
"The only way to hare a friend i\ to be one."
Private; Corporal; Private; Senior Private; Freshman Track
(State Champions, '31); Varsity Track, '32, '33, '34; Tennis
Team, '33, '34; Block "C" Club, '33, '34; Sophomore and Junior
Dancing Clubs, '32, '33; Glee Club, '30, '31, '32, '33; Senior
Privates Club; Marlboro County Club.
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Steele Roy Patterson—"Pat"
Seneca, South Carolina electrical engineering
"You cannot wait on life."
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Freshman
Football, '30; Central Dance Association, '3 3; Sophomore Danc-
ing Club; Junior Dancing Club; A. I. E. E., '3 3, '34; Tiger
Brotherhood, '3 3, '34; The Tiger Reporter, '3 3; Tau Beta Pi, '3 3,
'34; First Sergeants Club, '3 3, Vice-President; R. O. T. C. Camp,




AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION AND AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
"I dare all that may become a man."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Captain (Regimental Staff Chap-
lain) ; President Freshman Council; President Junior Council;
"Y" Council, '31, '32, '33, '34; "Y" Cabinet, '33, '34; Chair-
man Freshman Committee, '3 3; President Y. M. C. A., '34;
Presidents' Training School at Blue Ridge, '33; Glee Club, '31, '32;
Circulation Manager The Tiger, '34; Secretary Calhoun Literary
Society; Second Term President, '34; Member Alpha Tau Alpha,
President, '34; Presbyterian Students' Association, '31, '32, '33,
'34, Secretary, '32; Tiger Brotherhood, '33, '34; International
Relations Club, '33, '34, Vice-President, '33; Blue Key, '34;
State Y. M. and Y. W. C. A. President, '3 3; Secretary and
Treasurer of State Student Volunteer Movement, '32; R. O.
T. C; Scabbard and Blade.
Alexander McQueen Quattlebaum—"Alex"
Johnston, South Carolina civil engineering
'"Tis better to bate loved and lost than never, to bare loved at all—maybe!"
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Tau Beta Pi, '34;
A. S. C. E., '33, '34; Member Clemson Rifle Team, '32, '33, '34,
Manager, '34; Member of Championship Fourth Corps Area
R. O. T. C. Camp Rifle Team, '34; Clemson R. O. T. C. Camp,
'33.
Hugh Barton Rainey—"Madame"
Campobello, South Carolina mechanical engineering
"The richness and glory of life are due to ifi devotions and not to its treasons."
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant; Tau Beta Pi, '3 3,
'34; Student Member A. S. M. E., '3 3; Clemson College Rifle
Team, '33, '34; Member Fourth Corps Area Championship Rifle
Team, Clemson College R. O. T. C. Camp, '3 3; Member In-
fernow Club, Lost Battalion, '3 3.
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Walter Preston Rainey—"Walt"
Union Mills, North Carolina dairy husbandry
"Heaien is not reached at a single bound:
But ue build the ladder by which we rise.
From the lowly earth to the vaulted skies
And lie mount to its summit round by round."
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant; Intramural Basket-
ball Champions, '33; Dairy Club, '32-'34; R. O. T. C. Camp,
Clemson College, S. C.
Oscar Hawley Rawlinson—"Lobie"
Jordan, South Carolina electrical engineering
"Work like hell today: tomorrow you may go there."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant; A. I. E. E., '33;
R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College, S. C, '33.
Cecil Browning Ray—"Bo-Rat"
Greencille, South Carolina chemistry
"Why take life seriously? you uill neper get out of it aliie."
Private; Private; Private; Furman University, '31; Athanor, '32,
'33, '34; S. D. No. 3.
Robert Henry Richardson—"Rickey"
Pendleton, South Carolina agricultural economics
"Neier let your work interfere with your good time."




Garnctt, South Carolina electrical engineering
"It's nothing, against you to fall down flat; but to lie
there—that's d isgrace."
Private; Private; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant; "Rat" Football;
Junior Platoon; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College, S. C;
Hampton County Club.
Frank Irwin Robinson—"Little Robbie"
Greenwood, South Carolina electrical engineering
"Know enough to know you don't know everything."
Private; Corporal; Private; Very Private; R. O. T. C. Camp,
Clemson College, S. C.
George Wilson Robinson—"Robbie"
Asheiille, North Carolina chemistry
"Speak softly—and carry ig s tick."
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; Lieutenant Colonel; President
Junior Class; President Blue Key, '34; Vice-President Central
Dance Association, '34; First Lieutenant Scabbard and Blade,
'34; Commencement Marshal, '3 3; Senior Disciplinary Council;
President Athanor, '3 2, '3 3; Secretary-Treasurer First Sergeants
Club, '3 3; Tiger Brotherhood.
Jacob Dudley Rouse—"Dud"
Luray, South Carolina agronomy
"When yon get to the end of your rope, tie a knot and hang on."
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private and Guidon Bearer;
Hampton County Club, '31, '32, '33, '34; Agronomy Club, '32,
'33, '34; Company Baseball, '32, '33, '34; Senior Privates Club;
R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College, S. C.
^orH
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Joseph Thomas Rouse—"J. T."
Luray, South Carolina weaving and designing
"Be honest with yourself—a lifetime is u long time to
hie uitb a dishoneii in,in."
Private; Private; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Hampton County
Club, '31, '32, '33, Vice-President, '34; Calhoun Literary So-
ciety, '33, '34; High Honor Student, '32, '33, '34; "Rat" Foot-
ball Aspirant, '30; Company Baseball, '32, '33, '34; Company
Basket-ball, '3 3; Runners-up Fourth Corps Area R. O. T. C.
Baseball, '3 3; Championship Fourth Corps Area R. O. T. C.
Junior Platoon, '3 3.
Samuel Thomas Royals—"Buck"
Hammond, South Carolina agricultural education
"A quitter never wins, and a winner never quits."
Private; Private; Private; Private.
Fred Speer Sadler
Greenville, South Carolina chemistry
"Be yourself."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Captain Adjutant (Third Battal-
ion); Athanor, Vice-President, '33; Vice-President Junior Class;
R. O. T. C, Clemson College, S. C, (The Gentlemen's Camp);
S. D. 3.
William M. Sanders—"Bill"
Summcrvillc, South Carolina agricultural c hi mistry
"Have more than yon show, tell lea than you know."
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private; Episcopal Club, '31,
'32, '33, '34; Tennis Team, '33, '34; Vice-President Beta Sigma
Chi, '34.
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James Lemuel Scarborough—"Do Dink"
Elliott, South Carolina agricultural education
"Why u 01 m—ifs gonna happen anyway."
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private; Member of Mount
Tabor Grange; Senior Privates Club.
William Leon Schachte, Jr.—"Shack" "Bill"
Pittsfield, Massachusetts electrical engineering
"It isn't the mountain ahead that wears you out—
It's the grain of sand in your shoe."
Private; Corporal; Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; First Lieu-
tenant; Private; Jungaleer Orchestra, '29, '30, '31, '32, '33, '34,
Manager and Director, '31, '32, '3 3, '34; Regimental R. O. T. C.
Camp, Clemson College, S. C, '33; Band, '29, '30, '31, '32, '33,
'34; Musical Director, '34; Concert Band; Glee Club; Junior
Dancing Club, '3 2.
Frank Bonnell Schirmer, Jr.—"Reggie," "Schrimcr"
Charleston, South Carolina chemistry
"Passed in review—what's next}}}"
Private; Corporal; Regimental Sergeant Major; Colonel Staff, '3 2,
'33, '34; Athanor, '32, '33, '34, Secretary-Treasurer, '32; Scab-
bard and Blade, '33, '34; First Sergeant, '33, '34; Blue Key, '33,
'34; Tiger Brotherhood, '32, '33, '34, Secretary and Treasurer,
'33, President, '34; Junior Platoon, '3 3; Fourth Corps Area
Championship, '3 3; Honor Student, '3 2, '3 3; Commencement
Marshal, '33; Central Dance Association, '3 3, '34; Editor "Y"
Handbook, '33; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College, S. C, '3 3.
Samuel Guilds Seabrook—"Seabreeze"
Johns Island, South Carolina horticulture
"Watchful Halting."
Private; Private; Private; Lieutenant; Member of the Horticul-
tural Society, '33, '34; Calhoun Literary Society, '33, '34; Charter
Member of the College Grange, '32, '33, '34, Treasurer, '34;
Freshman, Sophomore, Junior and Senior Y. M. C. A. Councils,
Vice-President of the Sophomore Council; Assistant Manager
Varsity Baseball, '3 3; Manager Varsity Baseball, '34; Senior




Westminster, S. C. engineering industrial education
"// is better to be silent and thought a fool, than to speak
ami remoi e all doubt."
Private; Corporal; Private; Second Lieutenant; Calhoun Literary
Society, '3 2, '3 3; Junior Dancing Club, '3 3; Commencement
Marshal, '3 3; Pi Gamma Delta, '3 2; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson
College, S. C.
Clarence Washington Senn—"Senn"
Newberry, South Carolina dairy husbandry
"Honor and fame from no condition rise.
Act well your part, there all the honor lies."
Private; Private; Day Cadet; Day Cadet; Newberry County
Club, '31; College 4-H Club, '31, '3 2; Dairy Club, '31, '32,
'33, '34.
Benjamin Kennedy Sharp—"Sticker"
Pendleton, South Carolina textile engineering
"We're got a lot of 'swinging to do and a short time to do it in, 'pod tiers';
so let's put aside all formalities, sentimentalities and
romanticism and 'go to Georgia'."
Day Cadet (Three Times); Day Student (One Time).
John Raymond Sharpl
Orangeburg, South Carolina chemistry
"A good name is rather to be chosen than great riches, and
loiing favor rather than silver and gold."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; R. O. T. C, Clem-
son College, '3 3; R. O. T. C. Band, '3 3; Band, '31, '3 2, '3 3, '34;




South Carolina general science
"I think little of the man who does not know more
today than he did yesterday."
Private; Private; Private; Day Student; Day Cadet, '31, '32, '33;
Pickens County Club, '31, '32, '33, '34; Minaret Club, '31, '32;
Freshman Basket-ball, '31; Varsity Basket-ball, '3 2; Varsity
Baseball, '32, '3 3, '34; Member State Championship Baseball
Team, '32; Block "C" Club, '32, '33, '34; Tiger Staff, '32;
Sports Editor The Tiger, '3 3; Clemson Sports Publicity Director,
'33, '34.
Ronald Bomar Shores—"R. B.," "Ronald B."
Spartanburg, South Carolina electrical engineering
"Saying is one thing, doing another."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Captain "H" Company; Secretary
and Treasurer Junior Class; Secretary and Treasurer Senior Class;
Secretary Senior Disciplinary Council; A. I. E. E., '3 3; Vice-
Chairman A. I. E. E., '34; Honor Junior in Tau Beta Pi, '3 3;
President Tau Beta Pi, '34; A. S. M. E., '3 3; Junior Platoon;
Senior Platoon; Calhoun Literary Society, '31; Palmetto Literary
Society, '32; Blue Key, '34; Scabbard and Blade, '34; Spartan-
burg Clemson Club, '31, '32, '33, '34; Commencement Marshal,
'3 3; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College, S. C, '3 3.
Cyril Ovierre Shuler—"Cy"
Aiken, South Carolina agricultural chemistry
"// is the little thing* in life that count."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Manager of Box-
ing Team; Block "C" Club; Junior and Senior Platoon; R. O.
T. C. Camp, Clemson College, S. C.
Nolan P. Shuler, Jr.—"N. P."
Holly Hill, South Carolina agricultural chemistry
"Push, full, think and fight."
Private; Corporal; Private; First Lieutenant; Freshman Basket-
ball, '3 0, '31; Freshman Track, '31; Varsity Basket-ball, '3 3,
'34; Block "C" Club; Junior and Senior Platoon; Member of
Championship Platoon of Fourth Corps Area; R. O. T. C. Camp,
Clemson College, S. C, '3 3; Track Team at Camp.
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David Edgar Simons, Jr.—"Dave"
Johnston, South Carolina textile engineering
"Loie many, trust feu, but always paddle your on n canoe."
Private; Private; Private; Private; Sophomore Dancing Club;
A. S. M. E., '3 3; Junior Dancing Club; Senior Privates Club,
'34; R. O. T. C; Clemson R. O. T. C. Camp; "An Auburn
Knight"; O. K. H.
Theodore Jervey Simons—"Ted," "Simie"
Charleston, South Carolina general science
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Captain (S-l); Freshman Football;
Freshman Basket-ball; Varsity Basket-ball, '32, '33, Captain, '34;
Block "C" Club, '32, '3 3, President, '34; Sophomore and Junior
Dancing Clubs; Member C. D. A., '34; Member Scabbard and
Blade; Alpha Chi Psi; Member Championship R. O. T. C. Track
Team, '33; Member R. O. T. C. Swimming Team; Athletic
Field Officer R. O. T. C. Camp, '3 3; Blue Key, '34.
Ambrose Hooper Skardon—"Snooze"
Walterboro, South Carolina electrical engineering
"There is always a better nay."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Colleton County
Club; Junior Dancing Club; A. I. E. E.; R. O. T. C. Camp
Baseball Team; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College, S. C.
Arthur Leland Slade—"Tim'
Edgefield, South Carolina chemistry
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant; Charter Member of
Athanor; Assistant Track Manager, '32, '3 3; Varsity Track
Manager, '34; Block "C" Club; Kappa Phi; Grill Club; Gentle-
men's R. O. T. C. Camp, Fort Hill, S. C, '33.
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Earle Sloan—"Moosb"
Charleston, Smith Carolina civil engineering
"Xo'i quis sed quid."
Alpha Chi Psi, '3 2; Clemson College Surveying Camp; Sopho-
more Dance Club; Junior Dance Club; A. S. C. E.
Herbert Marvin Smith
Johnston, South Carolina horticulture
"1 at, drink, and be merry for tomorrow yon may be hungry."
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private; Member of Epworth
League, '31, '32, '33, '34; Member of Horticultural Society, '33,
'34; Member of Senior Privates Club, '34.
Richard Parker Smoak—"Smokey"
Fort Motfe, South Carolina agricultural education
"The moving finger writes; and haling writ,
Move! on: nor all your piety nor wit
Shall litre it back to cancel half a line,
Xoi all your tears wash out a word of it."
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private; Alpha Tau Alpha;
Palmetto Literary Society, '31, '32; R. O. T. C. Camp, Camp
Clemson, '3 3.
(amis Gaili \kd Snowden, Jr.—"Jimmy," "Snoo"
Charleston, South Carolina civil engineering
"Concentration is the first lau of access."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Private; Freshman Basket-ball, '30,
'31; Sigma Phi, '31, '32, '33, '34; A. S. C. E., '33, '34; Kamp
Klarke Klan, '3 2.
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Robert Lindley Steer—"Bob"
Clinton, South Carolina dairy husbandry
"Anything, worth doing at all is north doing well."
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant; R. O. T. C. Camp,
Clemson College, S. C; Laurens County Club, '30, '31, '32, '33,
'34; 4-H Club, '30, '31, '32, '33, Vice-President, '33, '34;
Grange, '32, '33, '34; Dairy Club, '30, '31, '32, Secretary and
Treasurer, '32, '33, President, '33, '34.
Wallace Stewart—"Lobey"
Simpsonville, South Carolina agricultural engineering
"Lite is just a bowl of cherries hut 1 ain't had none."
Gentlemen's R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College, S. C, '33;
Private; Private; Sergeant; Private.
Elbert Watson Stone—"E. W."
Union, South Carolina mechanical engineering
"Love many and trust feu, but always paddle four own canoe."
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private; A. S. M. E., '3 3, '34;
R. O. T. C. Camp, Summer '3 3, Clemson College, S. C.
Loyd Jackson Preston Stone—"Lo," "Lo'bitf '
lnman, South Carolina agricultural education
"If 1 succeed in life, I owe it to my loved ones;
if 1 fail, I, alone am to blame."
Private; Private; Private; Private; Alpha Tau Alpha; Freshman
Football, '3 0; Senior Privates Club.
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John Bellamy Taylor—"Bell"
Columbia, South Carolina mechanical engineering
"Look to the future."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Executive Lieutenant; Capital City
Club, '31, '32; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College, S. C, '3 3;
Junior Platoon Fourth Corps Area Champions; Winner R. W.
Simpson Medal, Best Drilled Cadet, '3 3; Washington Educational
Tour, '34.
Woodrow Hampton Taylor—"Woody," "Admiral"
Leesiille, South Carolina electrical engineering
"Waste not your hour, nor in the vain pursuit of this
and that etideaior and dispute . . "
Private; Corporal; Private; Second Lieutenant; Band, '31, '32,
'3 3, '34; Concert Band, '31, '3 2; Assistant Boxing Manager, '3 2,
'33; A. I. E. E., '33, '34; R. O. T. C, Clemson College, S. C.
Albert Sidney Thomas—"Al"
Charleston, South Carolina architecture
"// you bare a deep keel, stay out of shallow water."
Private; Private; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Alpha Chi Psi, '31,
'32, '33, '34, Secretary and Treasurer, '33, President, '34; Swim-
ming Team, '33, '34; Minaret Club, '31, '32, '3 3, '34; Episcopal
Club, '31, '32, '33, '34, Secretary and Treasurer, '32, President,
'33; The Tiger Staff (Feature Editor), '34; R. O. T. C. Swim-
ming Team, '34; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College, S. C.
Fred Myers Thompson
Greenville, South Carolina mechanical engineering
"
'Tii better to loi e a little girl lots, than to lot e lots oj little girls little."
Private; Corporal; Again Private; Second Lieutenant; R. O.
T. C, '31, '32, '33, '34; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College,
S. C, '33; Greenville County Club, '31, '32; A. S. M. E. Mem-
ber, '33, '34; Tau Beta Pi, '34; Ex-Fernow Club, '34.
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John Herbert Thompson—"Hub," "Red"
Leesiille, South Carolina electrical engineering
"Ah, but a man's reach should exceed his grasp, or what's a Hcai en tor."
Private; Corporal; Private; Second Lieutenant; Tau Beta Pi;
Gentlemen's R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College, S. C, '3 3.
George Williams Toncray—"Little Man"
Johnson City, Tennessee chemistry
"Non est ah homine numquam solnio postulanda prudentia."
Private; Private; Private; Very Private; S. D. 3; R. O. T. C.
Camp, Clemson College, S. C, '33; Senior Privates Club; Athanor,
'32, '33, '34.
Percy Wilmot Tdwnsend—"Keyhole"
Walterboro, South Carolina mechanical engineering
"Good thoughts are no better than good dreams, unless they be executed."
Private; Private; Private; Private; Member A. S. M. E., '32, '3 3;
Member Junior Dancing Club, '3 3; Member Senior Privates Club,
'34; Chairman of A. S. M. E. Social Committee, '34; R. O. T. C.
Camp, Clemson College, S. C.
Kelly Eugene Traynham
Ware Shoals, South Carolina AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY
'He can't In whose life is in the right.
Private; Private; Supply Sergeant; First Lieutenant (Executive);
Y. M. C. A. Class Councils; Member of '34 "Y" Cabinet;
Laurens County Club, '31, '32, '33, '34; B. S. U. Council, '33,
'34; Alpha Zeta; Athletic and Recreation Officer of Company




Kershaw, South Carolina agricultural chemistry
'May lie never murmur without cause, and never have cause to murmur."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Tiger Brother-
hood, '3 2, '3 3, '34; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College,, S. C,
'3 3; Member of Championship Junior Platoon, R. O. T. C.
Camp, '3 3; Winner of One of the Alpha Zeta Scholarship
Awards, '31.
Robert Belle Vance—"Boh"
Ouings, South Carolina engineering industrial education
"A nun is what he makes himself—so keep on keeping on."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Company Athletic
and Social Officer; "Rat" Football; "Rat" Track (State Cham-
pions, '31); Varsity Track, '32, '33, '34; Winner High-Point
Trophy, R. O. T. O, '3 3; Junior Platoon; Block "C" Club, '32,
'33, '34; Laurens County Club, '31, '32, '33, '34, Vice-President,
'34; R. O. T. C, Clemson College, S. C.
Mark Robert van de Erve—"Vdndy"
Charleston, South Carolina mechanical engineering
"The flighty purpose neier is o'erfook unless the deed go with it."
Private; Private; Private; Retired; D. and B. C, '31, '32, '33,
'34; "Y" Council, '31, '32, '33, '34; Auburn Club; Beta Sigma
Chi; Swimming, Varsity, '3 3, Captain, '34.
Henry Boli.ing Vaughan—"Ducky,'" "Skinny"
Charleston, South Carolina agricultural chemistry
"D/cii et les dames."
Private; Private; Sergeant; Private; Freshman Basket-ball Squad,
'3 1; Junior Platoon, '33; Senior Platoon, '3 3; Beta Sigma Chi.
>
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Richard Spain Vaughan—"Dick" or "Dickie"
Darlington, South Carolina arts and science
"Success Joes not come by chance—it is earned by hard uork."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Executive First Lieutenant; Junior
and Senior Platoon; Member Championship Platoon Fourth Corps
Area; Athletic and Social Officer "H" Company, '34; Calhoun
Literary Society, '3 0; Sophomore and Junior Dancing Clubs;
"Rat" Football, '30; Kappa Phi.
Edward Mims Walker, Jr.—"Mimsie"
Johnston, South Carolina electrical engineering
"Determination is the master key to success."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Winner of Slide
Rule, '31; Tau Beta Pi, '33, '34; A. I. E. E., '33, '34; Member
of Clemson Rifle Team, '32, '3 3, '34; Member of Fourth Corps
Area R. O. T. C. Camp Championship Rifle Team, '3 3; Captain
of Rifle Team, '34; R. O. T. C, '31, '32, '33, '34; Clemson
R. O. T. C. Camp, '3 3.
Kermit Madison Waston
Central, South Carolina agricultural economics
"Youth fades; hue droops; the leaves of friendship fall;
A mother's secret hope outlives them all."
Economics Club, '3 3, '34; Pickens County Club, '31; Freshman
Basket-ball; Member of Regimental Champion Basket-ball Team,
'32; Varsity Track, '32, '33, '34.
Robert Eugene Wells—"Boh," "Chcs/y"
Cray Court, South Carol/ mi chemistry
"Success conns by uork."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Captain; Athanor; Scabbard and
Blade; Guide of Junior Platoon; Freshman Basket-ball; Laurens
County Club, '3 0, '31, '32, '3 3; Sophomore Dancing Club; R.
O. T. C, Clemson College, S. C.
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James Blease Westmoreland—"Wesfy"
Williamston, South Carolina electrical engineering
"Hitch your wagon to a star."
Private; Private: Private; Private; A. S. M. E., '3 3; A. I. E. E.,
'34; Sophomore Dancing Club; Kappa Rho Tau, '3 3; Junior
Dancing Club; Palmetto Literary Society, '31, '32; Calhoun
Literary Society, '33, '34; Senior Privates Club; Clemson R. O.
T. C. Camp, '3 3; Anderson County Club.
Orville Martell White—"Purp"
West Union, South Carolina zoology and entomology
"Men shall he tried, when the roads, divide and proied
h) the choice they make."
Private; Day Cadet; Private; Day Cadet; R. O. T. C, Clemson
College, S. C, '3 3; Entomology Seminar, '33, '34.
William Joseph White—"Gigolo," "Willie"
Charleston, South Carolina electrical engineering
"Be what yon are and do not pretend to be u hat yon are not."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Private; Guidon Bearer; A. I. E. E.,
'34; Glee Club, '34; Kappa Rho Tau, '3 3, President, '3 3; Junior
Dancing Club, '33; Calhoun Literary Society, '33, '34; Junior
"Y" Council, '3 3; Newman Club, '3 2; Charleston County Club,
'31; Senior Privates Club, '34; Clemson R. O. T. C. Camp,
Clemson College, S. C, '33.
Kmrett Willis—"Sadie"
ha, South Carolina engineering industrial education
"Ambition and the will to work are the chief ingredients for success."





Pendleton, South Carolina electrical engineering
"Just a little fiib in a big pond."
Dav Cadet.
John Donnom Witherspoon—"Don"
Laurens, South Carolina horticulture
"You liic but once; make the most of life don't uorr-\—work."
Private; Private; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Cheer Leader, '32,
'33; Horticulture Club, '32, '3 3; Chairman Program Committee
of Horticulture Club, '33; Laurens County Club, '32, '33; Presi-
dent Laurens County Club, '33; Fourth Corps Area Champion
Platoon; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College. S. C; Junior
Dancing Club; Chairman Ornamentation and Decoration Com-
mittee Horticulture Show, '33.
James Hugh Witherspoon—"Spoon"
Mayesvillk, South Carolina agricultural economics
"Seriict etirnum qui pjrio nesciet ufi."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant; Sophomore and
Junior Dancing Club; R. O. T. C, Clemson College, '33.
Simon Wolf— "Speedy "
Johnston, South Carolina i i i.ctrical i m.im i ring
"Take eierybody's ad lice; then do a\ you please™
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private; A. I. E. E.; Senior
Privates Club; Xon-R. O. T. C.
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Murray Wood
Grccr, South Carolina arts and science
"Things / accomplish I owe to my parents, things I fail I owe to myself."
Private; Private; Private; Private; Non-R. O. T. C; Non-Y. M.
C. A.
Charles D. Wyatt—"Charlie"
Easlc), South Carolina TEXTILE CHEMISTRY
"Tht best way to keep everybody off your toes is to
stay on them yourself."
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; Major; Palmetto Literary So-
ciety, '31, '3 2; Member Freshman and Sophomore "Y" Councils;
Member First Sergeants Club, '3 3; Member Blue Key Fraternity,
'33, '34; Member Scabbard and Blade, '33, '34; Member Phi Psi
Fraternity, '33, '34; Textile Fellowship, '33; R. O. T. C. Camp,
Clemson College, S. C, '3 3; Junior Taps Staff, '3 3; Editor-in-
Chief Taps, '34.
William Glenn Yarborough—"Little Mule"
Chester, South Carolina animal husbandry
"Things I accomplish I owe to my mother, things
1 fail I on e to ntysilf."
Private; Private; Color Sergeant; First Lieutenant (Executive
Officer) ; President Sophomore Class; Sophomore and Junior
Dancing Clubs; Vice-President Animal Husbandry Club; Ches-
ter County Club, Vice-President, '33, President, '34; Freshman
Football; Bohunk Football, '31, '32; Track, '32, '34; Cross
Country, '3 3; Company Athletic and Social Officer; R. O. T. C.
(Gentlemen's Camp), Clemson College, S. C.
Ransom Monroi Yon< i
Johnston, South Carolina 1 1 xtile engineering
"Yon i an t ilo the right thing the wrong way."
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant; Glee Club, '32;
Rifle Team, '3 3, '34; Member of Fourth Corps Area Champion-
ship Platoon, '3 3; R. O. T. C. Camp, Clemson College, S. C.
Page 9 )
^o the Qlass of 1934, whose mem-
bers have shown in their many and
varied activities a true love, respect,
and ambition for their <fAlma
o^tater, and whose lives can but
reflect credit and honor upon Qlem-
son, this page is set apart.
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O. G. Rawls, President
Officers of the Junior Qlass
E. A. Stevens Vice-President
V. M. Grain Secretary-Treasurer
W. E. Allison Historian
W. L. Abernathy J. H. Abrams
AGRICULTURE l i \ [ ll i ENGINEERING
Fort Lawn, S. C. Whitmire, S. C.
H. H. Acker K. W. Ackis
GENERAL SCIENCE CHEMISTRY
Anderson, S. C. Jacksonville, Liu.
J. H. C. All W. D. Allen
TEXTILES ENGINEERING
Allendale, S. C. Chester, S. C.
W. S. Allen J. E. Altman
TEXTILE CHEMISTRY CIVIL ENGINEERING
Bamberg, S. C. Yemdssee, S. C.
P. \1. Anderson W. D. Anderson
AGRK Ul TLRI chemistry
Ninety S/v, S. C. Laurens, S. C.
\V. S. Am ley T. H. Babb
1 NGINl I RING 11 \ III I ( HEMISTRY
( harleston, S. C. Gray Court, S. C.
\V. R. Bui i s S. O. Beard
ENGINEERING textiles
/ </jrfo Island, S. C. Langley, S. C.
W. L. Bi i sir i H. A. Black
AGRICULTL HI engineering
Laurens, S. C. Kuffin, S. C.
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P. E. Bow ie
TEXTILES






















J. O. Casi >
TEX I Ills
Anderson, S. C.
|. K. C,A I IK ART
< IILMISTRY
Winns/'oio, S. C.
T. I). Ciiristophi r
AGRK III IRI
Landr it 111, S. C.





Heath Springs, S. C.
(i. Chaplin
11X111 E till Mis I K1
Green i illc, S. C.
e: w. Clamp






W. L. Cromi r
I NGINl I RING
Kiriards, S. C.
C. T. Cum mings
AR< III I"l ( I I'KI
Wal/erboro, S. C.
F. H. Di Berry







































































(Jen/son College, S. C.








Trax i/tT\ Riw/, S. C.
G. P. (iOKDON
II X ill 1 C Hi MISTRY
Ware Shoal* S. ( :.








Greem tile, S. C.















































































AGRK Vi I UR1
Sterr, S. C.










AGRK l'l I URI
Belton, S. C
\\ . R. M( Kl NNY
AGRK il I IK I
( )hesnee, S. C.
/\/,i;r ;»*
C. A. McMahon J. P. McMn i in
GENERAL SCIENCE 1 \GINI 1 KING
Seneca, S. C. Inman, S. C.
W. A. McPhail J. H. M. Ma DDi n
AGRICULTURE (HI MISERY
1 1 a, s. c. Columbia, S. C.
D. G. Mahon W. B. Major
ENGINEERING TEXTILES
Calhoun Falls, S. C. Greenwood, S. C.
W. R. Manning C. F. Marshall
AGRICULTURE engineering
Starr, S. C. Anderson, S. C.
L. L. Martin |. R. Mattison
1 NGINI 1 ring agriculture
Anderson, S. C. Calhoun, S. C.
W. P. Maui din S. L. Merritt
(HI MISIRY textile chemistry
Liberty, S. C. Rock Hill, S. C.
Julian Metz J. I. M"! 1 KS
CHI MISTRY 1 NGINl 1 RING
1 cnettei /Hi', N. C. Greenwood, S. C.
A. C. Mustard J. R. Ni m
ENGINEERING AGRICULTURE
Charleston, S. C. Campobello, S. C.
/'.,
i roj
H. E. Ni « B. H. Nichols
TEXTILES textiles
Greent tile, S. C. Hodges, S. C.
H. D. Nottingham A. L. Osteen
ENGINEERING
Chester, S. C.
S. W. Page J. P. Payne
CHEMISTRY ENGINEERING
Greertwood, S. C. Lynchburg, S. C.
H. A. Plowden J. E. Powell
engineering textiles





















Brunson, S. ( '.
R. T. Rogi rs
( III Mis I KY
Spartanburg, S. C.
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M. W. SPIiAR MAN-
GENERAL SCIENCE
Peltzer, S. C.
1). A. Si i vi \s
ENGINEERING
Yonge\ Islam/, S. C





































































North Augusta, S. C.
J. H. Woodward
GENERAL SCIENCE










T. K. Johnstone, President
Officers of Sophomore Qlass
I". V. Tribble Vice-President
S. M. Orr Secretary and Treasurer













































CURI TON, R. W.
Davis, J. I.
Dawson, J. H.
Di \\, S. C.
l)i a son, R. A.
Di w, J. A.










I os 1 1 r, L. L.






































Hakrei.i , R. W.
"Harris, J. N.
Harrison, W. P.
I li ap, E.
1 1 1 ni i v, C. M.












I I I I I EJOHN, S. M.





































MlKI 1 L, J. J.
MlLl Y, J. E.
Moore, H. W
Moori r, W. M.
Mom i 'i , S. T.
Murph, M. I .
Ml RPHY, R.. B.
Ni i ms, W. 1 .
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Pope, J. M.
I'RK I ., H. S.




Raw i INSON, W. J.












Rhim I [ARDT, W. A.
Rice, C. W.
Rk HARDSON, H. B.

































































W'iii u oki), E. A.
Willis, Z. G.
\\ ii son, H. E.
WlNGARD, J. T.
Winn, J. W.
Woonvk ard, R. S.
\\ RINN, J. J.
Yakborough, J. L.
Yarborougii, W. B.




npHE above picture depicts the battle-scarred and
broomtorn freshman class that just finished
(for most of us) the hardest year of our lives. We
have had our hair removed, our dignity outraged,
our self-respect badly shattered, and our bodies
thoroughly ravaged. We have had our lives molded
by the not-so-gentle hands of our lady—Discipline.
We have tasted Army life and found it slightly
bitror; we have had our clothes ripped and torn by
our beloved laundry; and we have slaved and
sweated for the old boys. But, despite these trials
and tribulations, wc can look back upon this year
as the fullest and the best year of our lives.
After we began to lose our awe of those towering
old boys, we began to find them human after all;
they turned out to be a pretty good bunch of fel-
lows. True, they pounded upon the sensitive por-
tions of our bodies with various and assorted clubs,
brooms, coat-hangers, et al; they sent us all over
these red hills to do their errands; and, in our first
stupidity, theysold us radiators and tables, but we
gave as good as we took. They helped us out and
we worked for them. We antagonized them and
they complimented us with numerous pep-meet-
ings, but it was all in the spirit of fun.
wmmmmmBgameammmamKmm
V res hmeru
In these barracks we lived, we laughed, and some
of us loved. Out of accord at first, we soon fell in
step. Some of us never quite found our niche and
dropped out at mid-semester, but the rest of us
carry on. Each one of us has found his particular
cliche and has laid the foundations for lasting
friendships. We have discovered here something to
work for and something to work at. Our lives have
become crystalized and have taken on a new mean-
ing. We feel that we are now a part of Clemson.
Thus we found ourselves at the end of our "rat"
year. We have acquired memories both comic and
tragic, but, in the main, tinged with humor. Per-
haps the tragedy is to come later. Next year we
will be old-boys and the freshmen will hold us in
awe. We will be dishing it out instead of taking it.
We will find ourselves older, more experienced, and
with new responsibilities. The old halcyon days
when every action was passed off with, "Never
mind, he's a rat," will be over. The memories of
our foolish freshman days will grow clouded and
dim. We will be serious all-important sophomores.
But, while it's all fresh and clear-cut, we want to



























Bl iz/ard, J. W.
Bosch, J. F.

























< annon, J. H.
Cannon, W. H.
< BROTHERS, O. E.





< in nn, M. L.
Clark, S. R.



























































Hardi i , G. W.




























































I i Masiir, H. W.
Li mon, R.
Li roy, R. E.
Li si ni , R. H.
1 i wis, H. D.






McCarthy, E. A. P.





















































Pmw y, B. E.
Ponder, J. E.
Pki stwood, J. G.

























































Wi arn, R. B.
w i i mi, E. S.
W i MR, L. R.
White, C. G.
W'm 1 1 rs, G.










The Taps Staff is grateful to Mr. Cohen for selecting the pictures
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Captain. Simons Captain Hunter

















( VPTAIN I loY














McSwain, A. T. Walker, M. E.
Corporals
Floyd, M. H. Gibson, E. J. Harris, J. N.
Stokely, M. M. Winn, J. W.
Senior Privates
Gi i r, J. S. Green, F. L. Odell, H. H.
Munn, J. M.
Privates
Chunn, M. L. Geer, J. R. Mahaffy, D. M
COTTINGHAM, M. C. GlLL, W. R. MaLONE, H. B.
Davis, W. C. Green, H. A. New, H. E.











Strohi CKLR, H. O.
Thraii mi i , W. H.
Pagt t4B
Ln it. R \\\ i (nson
Lieut. Dobi v Lieut. Mobley
SECOND PLATOON




Bm \n, H. L.
AUERHAMER, J. G.
Bj m kvi i i i , W. M.
I > R I J SX. X, J. H.




Hartledge, J. R. LlNDER, V. F.
Corporals
Carson, J. V. Marshall, G. I. Nisbett, W. O.
Shore, H. T. Wiison, H. E.
Senior Privates
Bussey, J. L. Faile, K. L
Privates
( vrter, I. \\ . Ri&gs, F. O. McLure, \V. T.
( \l si i , I . M. Hucthing, J. F. Mc Dowell, J. J.
English, W. R. Jones, H. Z. McLendon, R. D.
Gibson, C. C. Leitner, H. D. McSwain, J. W.
Trayers, H. C. Warren, G. C.
Lieut. Truesdale
Roa< H, T. B.
I low XKI), E. G.













Acker, II. H. Byrd, H M. Haigli r, H. C. McKee, K. W. McLaurin, C. H.
Corporals
Bryan, |. I>. Glanton, R. C. Henley, C. M. Stribling, j\I. V. Taylor, S. P.
Johnson, O. L.
Senior Privates
AviNGER, J. J. Graham, T. H. Hanna, \\". J. Robinson, F. I.
Privates
Bali ird, W. II. Cain, B. D. Hair, H. B. Lancaster, J. Z. Payne, J. P.
Bates, A. II. Cloaninger, \V. B. Herlong, F. W. Lewis, \\". K. Rampey, C. T.
Black, M. P. Gettys, C. M. Herlong, R. H. Martin, J. F. Shirley, J. D.
Bruce, R. C. (.ilchrist, W. P. Hoi lis, M. C. McCorkle, M. C. Wiggington, T. A.
Brian, O. R. Goodman, C. F. Jackson, C. G. Parkins, C. A.
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Lieut. Gray Lieut. Mauldin
Rivers, J. T. Salli , ( . M.
Brooks, J. B. Evans, H. H.
Ho\X ELL, P.. L.
Sergeants




[ohnstone, T. K. Poore, U. M.
Senior Privates
I vtham, B. M. McRae, A. C. Royals, S. T.
Ball, A. K.
Baskin, I . B.
Brown, P. J.
Bryan, ]. P.
Br yce, \\ .
Byrd, J. G.
( Wll'l'.l I I , I. J.
Clyburn, J. C.
Cutts, W. H.
I)i ison, R. A.
ham, \\ S.
I I nil), J. B.
Privates
Gorman, D.
Gri i n, M. J.
Hamilton, F. M.
Hankinson, W. O.
Hi< ki i. W. E.
Holt, E. R.
|l 1 I I RIES, I . V.
foNi s, H. B.
\1< An IMS, R. M.
Mauney, E. B.
Mays, L. E.
Mellette, 1 . M.
Rn HBOURG, J. R.
Smith, F. B.
Tiiom \s, F. B.
Watson, R. M.




Captain ( hum i v
How s, T. I.
( i \i\ii scs, C. E.
(






Basha, G. H. Cox, J. J.
Austin, H. C.
Bai i \iu), J. C.
Balleno k, F. G.
Bali i num. E. W.
Banks, E. R.
Barksdai r, J. M.
Baskin, C. A.
Hi [22 \R[), J. W.




M< Phail, V. A.
Corporals












Tmihs, J. H. Truj uc k, C. E.
S ANIll RS, \\".
Finley, F. F.
Floyd, E. H.
Gi niry, R. B.
Jl NMNS, R. \\ .
McG) i , I. W.
Mi rritt, S. L.
Mi nx, C. E.
Rhodi n, J. T.




I ii i r. Barnett
Lieut. Thompson Lieut. Langford
Duval, L. S.
C ( IPJ LAND, I 1 .
Ashi i v, R. T.







Bailey, W . R. Greene, G. B.
Corporals
I in \s, H. C. Gli mph, E. M.
Senior Vrh ates





Ghi NT, I. V.




Johnson . |. I .
K.ITCHELL, T. C.
I 1 WIS, .1. \\ .
Popi , D. T.
McCarter, I . II.
Lieut. Himi v
Smi in. B. E.
Scarborough, J. L. Tovcnsi m>. P. W.
McCarthy, I. A. I'. Rogers, 1. T.
\1 \u i in, T. I. Shook, 1 1. ( .
Ow i n, F. S. \\ i m, \KD, |. T.
Pi UMBLEl , W. I I.
r/3TAPS(S
Captain Hope







Exi < u nvi I II O I. J] NKINS
Tout), J. S.
Brovi n. \V. I).
Caugiim vn, I). II.
Alexander, I .
B IH nes, |. K.
Hi Kii.ni. \\ . II
Bri iwn. \V. I .
M.
McA) HANY, J. \V.
I i MORI , G. T.
Burki I I . W. O.
I \ VNS, ( . B.
Foster, L. L.
I 1 Mil RBURK, Ii. J.








fONl s, R. L.
Lafaye, G. 1 .
I I MO.N, R.
I [ Roy, R. 1 '.
MlLEY, J. E.
Smith, II. M.
\l( Kl N/ll , J. I.
Mani ss, R. < .
Monti.omi hi . S. \\".
Raw l iNsoN, W. J.
Smy hi, M. 1 1.
Si 1 VI NSO.N, C. O.
Stewart, \\ .
1 Kl 1 Ml \1 I , I . F.
Win 1 1 ii i n, I . R.





Lieut. Densi i r Lieut. Rainey
Calhoun, C. E.
Graham, R. E.
'I \/i s, |. li.
Brown, V. I .
liRI AN, G. I .
Bryson, \\ . M.
SECOND PLATOON
Siij>l>ly Sergeant













\lc I ARI WII, P. A.




1 1 \ M.NGS J. C





\\ IN MX,,. J. B.
Ml RRITT, H. A.
MlN I/, I ; . ( .
Moon, I. \\ .





S I I VI N SON, I . \.
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Lieutenant Qohnel Schroder
BA ITA LION COMMANDllR




























BlCG) us, H. B.









I ll MIHH k\ H.
M \NNING, W. R.
Mar iin, G. M.
Mi in in, S. S.
Moori , H. W.
Moss, A. I. Rice, C. V.
McConnell, C. M. Sn vens, F. A.
McCown, C. H. Wall, H. M.
McKelvey, \\ . A. Zimmerman, F. T.
P,iSC 1 5 8
Lieut. Blakely
Lieut. Medlin Lieut. Slade
Frazier, H. L.
.\d \\f>, R. D.
]>i pu i -i . S. T.
Bl S< HI R, L. E.










Garri II, |. s.




I \N«,I ORD, \1. I 1.
Senior Piii atei




Lagroni , A. W.
Lawton, W. A.
M \SSI.N(. mi. M. I .
MOORHEAD, J. J.
Lieut. Nalley
X a i man, H. H.
McGi i . T. I .
\l WMAN, B. F.




Sri i k, W. A.











Bridge, A. W. Clamp, E. W. Johnson, M. H.
Corporals
Jiiiords, A. B. Jenkins, F. L. Sanders, R. W. Shelley, D. A.
Senior Privates










( III YES, C. L.




I low I l.L, M. P.
I I M\s I IK, H. W".
Martin, L. L.
Neal, J. R.
NlSBI I, J. I).






Lieut. Grim r Lieut. Howie
SECOND PLATOON
Lieut. Hinton
Supply Sergeant Lieut. Lupo
Allison, A. W.
Sergeants
Leland, W. B. Lofton, P. S. McMillin, J. P. Platt, W. M.
Corporals
Commander, R. C. Shirley, J. H. Sweeting, R. C.
Senior Privates
































<>KI 1 N, J. H.
Sergeants
King, C. H. Mahon, D. G.
Corporals







Laci v, C. E.
Privates
McKenzie, M. C.
McKinni v, W. R.






Trimmii r, W. B,










Lieut. Thomas Lieut. Vance





Campbell, B. \\ . Fletcher, J. F.
Misdom, H. E. N'eii, R. C
Marshall, C. F.
Hinson, C. R. Kissam, R. R.
Senior Privates













tin i . \V. M.
I ON(,, B.
Nit ms, W. L.
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Qompany
I \i c utive Lieut. Vaughn
Captain Shores
Cummings, C. T. Day, P. S.
FIRST PLATOON
First Sergeant











. M. Thomas, \V. M.
Senior Pri rates
Metts, W. D. Parks, N. C.
Bates, C. D.
Browning, C. O.
< i i'i \ n u, N. D.
Childress, R. B.
Coxhran, II. E.

















Lieut. Shuler, C. O.
Lieut. Shuler, N. P. Lieut. McMillin
Gilreath, J. F.
Sergeants
Hawkins, B. S. Thode, J. R.
Corporals
Curetox, R. W. Doubling, H. E. Simons, R. L. Waldrep, J. E.
Dargax, \\\ E.
Senior Privates
Fowler, A. C. Goss, P. W" Milam, W. N.
Privates
Bryant, W. L. Gordon, W. M. Howard, E. H. Myers, J. I. Swearingen, C. R.
Coleman, L. B. Hinson, L. C. Huff, P. D. Quattlebaum, C. P. Wall, J. B.
Clriton, A. C. Holcombi
, J. H. McConnell, T. S. Ryan, E. L. Wood, H. A.
McPeters, A. P.

























Dn i .mi), W. V. Harris, B. S. H. McBrearty, J. D.
Corporals
Gray, W. R. Mosely, S. T. Page, D. D. Williams, L. A.
Senior Privates
Cowherd, C. P. Heron, H. H. M< Donald, H. L. Sloan, E.
Privates
\V. F. Davis, II. C. Jeter, J. M. Lemmon, F. M. Si one. I). B.
Hi rry, J. N.
C OX, J. I .
l)l< KINSON, J. H.
I Aiun . 1 . A.
I
I







T \i i or, (i. M.


















Reid, C. B. Todd, J. \V.
Senior Privates
Garbtr, M. I. King, E. H. Sf aw right, C. A. Steppe, J. T.
Privates
Boulware, C. O. Gray, C. A. Jackson, F. S. Perry, L. A. Sites, R. E.
( i irk, S. R. Harris, J. B. Johnson, J. T. Schumacher, O. H. Smith, J. I.
Fi rtick, F. L. Huchlett, O. I). Kinard, J. D. Simpson, W. W. Thomas, B. F.












DeBerrv, F. H. Dobson, W. P. Kirk, H. L. Robinson, E. D.
Corporals
Copeland, W. E. Littlejohn, S. M. Smith, J. W. Sturgis, D. C.
Senior Privates
Coons, C. W. Cunningham, F. H. Griffis, D. P. McNab, J. R.
Privates
Buiord, H. M. Chavous, F. Gibson, J. F. King, W. A. Segars, H. K.
Brigham, E. A. Coleman, J. K. Hughes, R. M. Li wis, H. D. Strange, T. S.
Caston, H. R. Cox, R. D. Jackson, M. R. Li wis, J. M. Watson, C. M.
Eaddy, H. E. Jameson, C. C. Rankin, W. I .
Wallace, W. H.
Ow i ns, R. A.
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Cox, J. B. Hiixer, J. T. Spencer, F. A
Corporals
Epting, H. H. Mlkph, M. L. Son i, R. F.
Senior Prii ate:
B] iNTON, A. J. Duncan, W. T. Ferguson, II. \l. Simons, D. E.




Anderson, I I Dixon, T. C. Hutcheson, C. E. Mann, J. T. Rickards, T. M.
Cathcart, J. K. Harvin, W. S. [ones, |. M. Patterson, F. I). Watkins, L. L.





















Dill, P. V. B.
Senior Privates
Grimball, P. C. Lowry, P. A.
Tribble, f. V.
Troutman, J. C.
Stone, L. J. P.




I I I MIRK hS, J. R.
Privates
McCei ski v, S. L.
Pattj rson, W. J.
\'l Rl /, S. V.
Rim v, ,|. E.
ROBJ RTS, D. 1 I.
Sum i, V. M.
Valentine, M. C.





Lieut. Middleton Lieut. Seabrook
SECOND PLATOON
Lieut. Barber






Am k\ \ i h v, W. L.
Baxter, R. A.
Brooks, J. C.
A) n n, W. D
Di w, J. A.
Gray, N. N.
Cobb, I 1













Nottingham, H. D. Kibler, E. L.
Dowdle, P. S. Little, C. B.











An n iv, W. S. Bryce, C. S.




Means. A. Win jams. A. M.
Senior Privates
Dobson, L. A. Dobson, I. M. Mann, W. H. Wolf, S.
Privates
I k i , 1. B. Knight, C. V. Stewart, F. T. Wolfe, W. 1).Edwards, J. 1 1.
Gambii.l, L. A. Jones, |. C.
GAMBRELL, J. M. KlRKLEY, J. B.






Lieut. Rainey Lieut. Riley
Anderson, V. D.
Bacot, H. P.









Coli man, I. M.
Conner, C. G.
Dunlap, J. F.

































Capta N Collins f/>s/ S(1) .„ emit
Harris, J M.
Sergeants
Coleman, H. H. Schumpert , \V. M.
Senior Print fes
Jackson, T. H. Richardson, R. H. Smoak, R.
Privates
P. WlLLIMON, P. S.
Abbott, L. D. Coe, C. B. Geisblrg, R. L. Orr, C. W Sutherland, J. B.
Ballentine, C. E. Crawford, D. E. Goodman, J. Owen, \V. c. W'atkins, T. I.
BoVl IN, I . L. DlLLARD, T. W. McKlNNEY, W. B. Scott, Vc'. L. Willis, C A.
Campbell, N. H. Di ki , H. B. Martin, J. A. Seigler, S. J. W'rinn, J. J.
Casey, J. O. England, W. J. Xi i 1 1 i s, J. P. Spears, H. E. Yarborough, A. G
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Lieut. Clark Lieut. Beaudrot
Britt, W. L.
Sergeants
Cochran, J. H. Gilliam, A. L.
A i i \ win k. C. B. Boggs, H. B.
Brannon, C. C.
Senior Privates
Si n.\, C. W.
Smith, G. L.
\\ \ i son, K. M.
U'hitf, O. M.
Wilson, H. S.




Iii \/i r. G. B.
Harpi r, J. C
Hin ion, R. E.
Hopkins, J. H.
Prii cites






















































Hicks, R. B. H.
Hiott, W. B.
Jackson, J. E.







Rhini hardt, W. A. Snipes, T. F.








W\i pole, J. S.






Law RENCE Captain Iler









in, R. H. Odom, E. H.
Senior Pr/i ate%
( IMPBELL, J. A. NEWSOM, S. M.
Prii ates
Smart, S. D.
Van he Erve, M. R.
All, J. H. C. Cobb, D. B. Eskridge, J. I . Graham, J. A. Major, W. B.
Asbill, E. L. Courie, A. G. Flowers, P. J. Harbig, G. L. O'Cain, R. K.















CHAMPIONS OF THE FOURTH CORPS AREA
The members of the Senior Platoon are selected strictly
on a competitive basis, membership being highly coveted
and much sought. Exhibition drills are put on during the
year which have brought much favorable comment, and
have given desirable advertisement to the school. The
Platoon won the Fourth Corps Area Championship at the
































This page is respectfully dedicated to Captain Joseph H. Hinwood
who has won the immediate respect and admiration of all who have
come in contact with him.
OTA PS
J Icirria Anderson.
FIRST SE XS CLUB



















.CCORDING to all pre-season pre-
dictions Coach Jess Neely's 193 3 Bengal
eleven was to rise to a position where it
would be no longer the doormat for the
football teams of Southern Colleges. The
line was the strongest Tigertown has seen
since the days of '29, when the mere
mention of Clemson made the strongest
opposition shiver. The backfield was to
be the fastest in the Palmetto state, bar-
ring none.
But all this "dope" was issued without
taking into consideration that mysterious
and treacherous "jinx" which has been in
the midst of our athletic circles for the
past few years.
Even before the opening game Old
Dame Fortune got to work. Clyde Pen-
nington, sophomore back, one of the
hardest tacklers and best punters seen here
K
in recent years, sustained a knee injury
which put him on the side-lines for the
entire season.








pie and Gold failed to live up to all assurances when
they eked out but a lone touchdown to tie the Blue
Hose 6 to 6. Clemson scored during the third period
when Stevens fell across the line to tie the lead in
which the Clintonites gained by scoring via the aerial
route in the second quarter.
The Bengal combination gave an exhibition totally
unlike that of their practice sessions and was irregular
throughout.
Not content with the damage wrought, the un-
relenting "jinx" was on hand to take its toll. Henry
Woodward, our All-Star quarter-back, was placed on
the injured list when he twisted his leg near the end
of the game. This excellent ball-carrier and field-
general was out of the line-up for the next three
engagements as a result.
Handicapped by the loss of two stellar backfield
men, the Neely men journeyed to Atlanta where they
fell before a powerful and determined Georgia Tech
eleven by a 3 9 to 2 count. On the seventh play of
the game Troutman fell on a Yellow-jacket fumble
back of the end-marker to gain the Tigers' only score.
The Georgians tightened, and led by Martin and
Galloway, began a vicious assault which pushed the
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Displaying a brand of football which brought out
the innermost latent ability of every Clemsonite on
the field, the Bengals hurled themselves with fury
against a heavier N. C. State team, and took the long
end of a 9 to score, in one of the most exciting
games ever witnessed on Riggs Field.
McCown blocked one of McQuage's punts early in
the fracas for a safety.
Not content, and out for victory, the Tigers
marched right back over the Tarheel crew for the re-
maining points. Taking the ball on the one-yard
line, after a drive from mid-field by Stevens, Willi-
mon smashed the State line to smithereens and placed
the ball over the goal. Fellers added the extra point.
The entire Clemson team was excellent. Fellers,
Inabinet, Heinneman, Troutman, Dozier, lewis,
Cummings, Brown and Horton formed a formidable
forward wall, while Willimon, Cathcart, Stevens, and
McCown in back of them were par excellence.
The Tigers had hit their stride! lor their next
game 700 cadets escorted the team to the Nation's
Capital to watch Clemson tackle George Washington
University in a night encounter.
Some lo.ooo spectators who came to sec the Wash-






iinians were rudely jolted by Clemson's brilliant work
in all departments of the game. Late in the contest
a 19-yard run-off tackle by Hinson, followed by a
double lateral and a forward toss put the ball on the
Colonial's 2 -yard marker, but the Tigers lacked the
necessary punch to drive it over, and the game ended
0-all.
In the annual Fair classic with Carolina, the Bengal
team could not stem the powerful running of Mauney
and his cohorts. The Gamecocks clearly outplayed
Clemson, and judging from the number of first downs
made by each team a 7 to defeat speaks well for our
goal-line defense.
Only twice did Neely's proteges have the oval in
Carolina's territory, and the furtherest advance was
the 3 2-yard line.
The remainder of the encounter the Columbia
eleven held the upperhand, but found their opponents'
line a veritable brickwall when they arrived within
scoring distance.
In their succeeding tussle, one of the strongest ag-
gregations in the South, "Ole Miss" took their visitors
into camp, 13 to 0, out in Meridian, but only after
the Clemson team resisted their onslaught for three
lull periods.








( \ I I l( AK 1
spicuous by tlieir absence, but late in the fracas, the
Mudcats tinned on their steam, Hudson and Gunter
drove down the field, and the latter crossed the last
white marker. A few moments later he repeated the
same process.
Woodward and Willimon were chief ground-gainers
for Clemson, and McCown, Brown and Dozier were
power on defense.
Determined to break back into the debit side of the
ledger, the Purple and Gold met Wake Forest in
Charlotte and defeated the Deacons, 13 to 0.
Woodward flipped a pass to Horton in the end zone
for 16 yards ,\n<.\ a touchdown, in the first quarter.
The North Carolinians threatened in the second
half, but the Tiger team to )k the ball and marched
back down the grid. McCown tossed one to Willi-
mon, who, in turn, threw it to Woodward. The
dashing back bobbed off right tackle ami crossed the
line, tor the second tally.
On Armistice Day, the Bengals took a trip to
\\ offord, but found the Terriers anything but peace-
ful. In a listless tray the boys from Spartanburg
turned in probably the greatest upset in football cir-
cles of the state this year when they nosed out
( lemson 14 to 13.






try for extra point was good, while the Wofford ag-
gregation converted points after both their scores.
Against Mercer, down in Savannah, the Tigers
found themselves up against a stronger team. Led
by Trommerhauser and Zinkowsky, the Georgians
took advantage of a pair of short punts and drove
across the goal for two touchdowns, converting one
of the trys for extra point, to win 13 to 0.
The Tigers, early in the second half, drove down
the field, but lacked the necessary drive to carry the
oval further than the 20-yard marker, and the ma-
jority of the time they had to rely on a defensive
game.
In their tenth battle, a hard charging line and a
quarter of smashing backs drove the Clemsonians to a
7 to victory over their military rival, The Citadel.
Dynamic Bill Dillard started things going with a
spectacular fifty-five-yard dash down the grid, carry-
ing the ball to the Bulldog's 3 -yard line. In one
playr , Willimon smashed over for a touchdown, and
Fellers converted the extra point.
The Bengals took the offense from the first and,
v/ere never seriously threatened. They resorted to
the air twice, completing one pass from Woodward
to McCown for 3 5 yards. Willimon
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Bottom Row, left to right: Dillard, T. Brown, Willimon, McCown, Kissam,
Cole, Dozier, Heixi maw, Troutman, Cummings, Inabinet, Shore, Hinson.
Middle Row, left to right: Lynn, Watson, Lewis, E. Robinson, Sanders,
Cathcart, Doby, F. Robinson, Kneece, Woodward, Henley, Folger, Otey.
Top Rolf, LETT TO RIGHT: S. W. McCoNNEL, C. McCONNEL, WOLFE, W. D.
Brow n, Ford, Fellers, Horton, Yarborough, Black, Croxton, Stevens, Forshaw.
Came the closing game of the year with Furman. In the grand finale the Neelymen tackled a strong
Purple and White Hurricane and were outroughed 6 to 0.
Almost the entire first team had to be removed from the fracas due to injuries. The subs, though they
played well, let the Greenville team sneak a pass into the end zone for victory.
John Troutman, All-State soph tackle, was the man of the hour. His hard tackling and beautiful punt-
ing was excellent.
Randy Hinson turned in a great game at quarter, and Watson held down his end in a manner that drew
favorable comment.
The final whistle has sounded. The grid togs are hanging on the wall. The season of '33 is history.
'Results
CLEMSON, 6 . . . . P. C, 6
CLEMSON, 2 . GA. TECH., 39
CLEMSON, 9 N. C. STATE,
CLEMSON, GEO. WASH. U.,
CLEMSON, UNIV. OF S. C, 7
CLEMSON,
CLEMSON, . OLE MISS., 13
CLEMSON, 13 WAKE FOREST,
CLEMSON, 13 . WOFFORD, 14
CLEMSON, . . MERCER, 13











Bottom Row, left to right: Jameson, Jeff Davis, Kitchell, Cannon, Lee,
Lawton, Hendricks, Lewis, Buscher, Shuford, McConnell, Bryant, Maness.
Middle Row, left to right: Holt, Snyder, Simpson, Hastings, Forbes,
Boulware, J. E. Jackson, H. C. Davis, Berry, Segars, Jeter, Bryan, Coach R. M.
(Bob) Jones.
top row, left to right: manager henderson, assistant coach charlie
Moss, R. H. Herlong, F. W. Herlong, Hinson, Ike, Berman, Carter, Price,




CLEMSON U. OF S. C.
CLEMSON 6 P. C.
CLEMSON U. OF GA. 7
CLEMSON 12 FURMAN
Total 68 Total 7
Ota psA"
basket-ball
HE jinx that has hovered all of Clemson's
sportanic activities this year has not let up at
the opening of the basket-ball season. Although
the team lost only two-letter men, J. Craig and
J. W. Davis, they have taken off to a bad start.
After showing excellent form in several prac-
tice games with nearby textile league teams and
winning decisive victories in every case, they
invaded the cold grey hills of North Carolina
and returned, leaving the proverbial bacon
hanging on the hook. The three games played
on the tour proved a bitter dissapointment to
supporters. They were defeated in all three
instances, North Carolina State, University of
North Carolina, and Duke University rubbing
it into Coach Davis' proteges.
With excellent material and excellent coach-
ing the team was molded into a fast-stepping,
flashing example of perfect coordination, but,




under fire. Perhaps the first three games have
shown Captain Ted Simons and the lads where
the trouble lies and the team will shine as in the
days of yore. Conference glories are still with-
in reach, and Clemson teams have a noble habit
of coming through at the right moment.
Old jinx reached out again in the State game,
twisting Pennington's knee and taking him
from the scene of action for several weeks at
least and possibly for the remainder of the
Bowie
season. The brilliant forward had played an
outstanding game until the accident and had
shown promise of greater things to come.
Knocked out in practice with the football squad
Crawford before he played his first varsity game, and now
injured at the start of basket-ball season, the boy
is certainly getting his share of tough breaks.
Although the future looks dismal, the silver
lining is scheduled to break through at any
time, and Clemson will in all probability pro-






X HE boxing season for nineteen
thirty-four opened with exceeding-
ly drear prospects for the fighting
Tigers. Crippled by the loss of the
majority of the Varsity boxers,
chances for conference victory were
slim. Crow, Bannister, Magginson,
Jack Henley and "Footsie" Davis
were lost by graduation, leaving only
three-letter men, Captain Blitch,
Lofton and Medlin. Co-Captain
Tommy Lide, shining light of last
year's aggregation, was forced to
stop because of loss of time to his
studies.
To cap it all, Blitch, team captain, was injured in practice, his
hand healing in time for the Florida bout. In this fight, which he
won on a foul, the injury was further aggravated, forcing him out
for the remainder of the season. The Florida scrap, the first of the
season, ended, however, with the Tigers on the top side of a four
and one-half to three and one-half score, proving again that the
Clemson spirit won't be downed.
Coach Bob Jones has received some excellent material from the
under-classes this year, lightening the gloom that settled like a fog
around the field-house during practice. Among the outstanding
Shuler
Manager
Fudgi Mi in i
\
A I I MAN I.Ol ION All AN
Pagt t9S
foxing
newcomers are Murray Henley, Clif-
ford Henley, Dawson, Altman and
Piatt, all these men showing up well
in the fights they had at this writing.
Fudge, gangling senior welter-
weight, who is battling his first year
with the varsity, cut Feigenbaum,
Florida's welter, to ribbons with his
slashing attack and extraordinary
reach.
While the outlook at the start of
the season was anything but bright,
the marked improvement of the men
>«l in all weights and the victory over Florida, a very strong team, have
revived the waning hopes of the fight fans. The admirable show-
ing of the new material as well as the old men has been the Balm of
v Gilead to Coach Jones' tortured soul and the dawn of a new day
| shows the brightest hopes of Clemson men shining with a new bril-
liance. What the squad lacks in experience and training they more
^





CLEMSON, 4/2 .... UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA, 3
/
2




. . . . UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, 2
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 5 /2
P. C, 3





Coach Neely had to build an almost entirely new
team in baseball last year, and consequently the cali-
ber of the nine was not the same as that of the team
which took the state pennant the year before.
Chavous led in batting with an average of .375
and Sherman and Rivers were close behind.
A great many second-year men saw service on the
diamond and these men, now juniors, will be quite
valuable when the time for candidates is issued this
year.
Hood, Sherman, Gilliam, Cole, Chavous and
Knight are the veterans who are back to form the
nucleus of this year's nine. They have all been un-





Coach Holtzi xuori i
Swimming
Led by a group of Charleston boys, the Tiger
swimming team turned in a perfect record for
the past season.
In their first meet Clemson's acquatic aces,
headed by Captain Rollins and Fisher, decisively
defeated Furman's tankmen by a score of 44 to
31.
Two days later, the Bengal water stars entered
the state meet in Greenville and won the State
pennant, handily defeating Furman and Presby-
terian College. In this contest the Tigers cap-
tured six of the possible nine first places.
Rollins, Fisher, Van de Erve, Geraty, Allison and Thomas were out-
standing in the dashes and middle distance events, while Thackston and
Dickson carried the Purple and Gold colors in the springboard event.
Goodson, Dickson, Gray, Thackston, Thomas, Jackson, Van de Erve, Basha,





team had a rather
mediocre season on the
cinderpath. The only meet
of the year which the Tigers
won by an overwhelming vic-
tory came when they met Furman
in Greenville. The Purple and Gold
smothered their opposition by a forty-
point margin. Gordon Lynn, the out-
standing man of the team, was also the
best sprint ace in conference track circles.
Lynn, better known as "The Goat" represented
Latimer
Vance








third place in the cen-
tury against the fastest
competition in America.
In the State meet the speedster
set a new record with a time of
9.8 seconds, and at the conference
meet he tied the record with the
same time. Curry, Craig and Black-
well were also point-getters for the local
team. This year, with Blackwell and
Lynn back the Tigers should "go places."




First Row, left to right: Suggs, Brown, Altman, Woodside, Langston.
Second Row, left to right: Mauney, Evans, McKenzie, Sims, Yarborough, Slade.
<&ennis
First Ron, ii i i in right: Elliot, Brown, Woodward, Sfann, Sanders, Latimer.








Front Row, left to right: Harlee, Quattlebaum, Watson, Walker, Rainey.
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J. (M. Q. <SK. ^Advisory 'Board
Holtzenciorf Martin. Sikes
Littlejohn Earle Perry AjjlII
"Vau^jh n Spc.i r Hunter Bi-irley
Page 210
J. (M. C- <&• Secretaries
Holt^endorf
TT




W. B. Perry, President
J. <M. Q. <&. Cabinet 1933-34
J. C. Burton
Secretary
K. E. Nuissni k
Vice-President
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Dr. Ru) mond Currier
Holtzy & Daughters Duke's Quintet
l.imherhile at Camp Adger
Song Bird Phoft Til lie





Blue Ridge House Party:
B. S. U. at Limestone
Swimming Meet
S. C. "Y" Presidents
Wade
I ree Show Rush
The "Y" Building
Who is be?











ora£>att:y 5o^fa( and ^Athletic Officers
The Y. M. C. A. is the socializing institution
of the campus. The usually neglected dormant
qualities of the student have the best possible op-
portunity for expression in the many and varied
activities of the "Y."
—C. D. Wyatt, editor taps, '34.
There are four sides to every man's makeup,
physical, mental, social, and moral. Men reach
their maximum development by profiting all of
these as nearly as possible.
The Y. M. C. A. plays a major part in bringing
to the Clemson campus that which the College is
unable to provide; namely, the opportunity to
develope the student's physical, social, and moral
being. Without the Y. M. C. A. we could not
get this valuable training.—Cadet Col. F. B. Schirmer.
The Y. M. C. A. is one of the most valuable
organizations on the campus. Through its social
and athletic program it furnishes most of the
recreation for the cadets.
— /.. //. Harvin, president senior class.
The Y. M. C. A. is the one institution that docs
most in making Clemson a desirable college; the
"Y" adequately fills what is lacking in social life,
physical training, and moral environment.—W. C. Cobb, si c . and ik i as. mm key.
During my three years of college life at Clem-
son it has been forcibly impressed upon my mind
that the Y . M. C. A. has a more far-reaching uni-
versal influence upon the Corps of Cadets than
any other student organization. Every man at
school at some time, in one way or another, feels
the effects of the "Y." Without it the Cadets
would soon he at loss as to how to enjoy spare
time. The training and experiences that a man
gains in association with the Y. M. C. A., coupled
with genuine friendships formed during this
period, constitute one of the greatest opportunities
that Clemson College has to offer a Cadet.—W. L. Lcicrctte, editor-in-chief tiger.
The Y. M. C. A. is undoubtedly one of the
greatest factors in fostering a spirit of fellowship,
high ideals, and leadership. It is an institution
that is vitally necessary to every college campus.
With its many varied activities it stands out as
one of the keenest instruments in promoting true
and lasting friendships.
—D. A. Barnes, president phi psi.
The Y. M. C. A. at Clemson is the center of all
activities for the student body as a whole. It is
to Clemson what an Oasis is to the desert. With-
out the "Y" Clemson Would be a dreary place to
live.
— //. /. Schroder, capt. scabbard and bladi .
The Corps of Cadets of Clemson College should
be deeply appreciative to the Y. M. C. A. for ex-
tending its facilities and hearty encouragement
and support towards company socials and inter-
company sports. Through its varied programs the
"Y" offers to Clemson the social and recreational
features of a College town.
—R. B. Shores, i'iu sini nt tau BETA PI.
The Y. M. C. A. at Clemson plays a most neces-
sary and important part in the spiritual, physical,
and social development of the students. The vital
part of the Clemson campus is centered about the
"Y" building. It keeps alive the Christian ideals
that are sometimes easily lost.











Robert F. Jenkins, Business Manager
(gaps Staff
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W. L. Leverette, Editi
HE ROARS FOR CLEMSO.V
The official weekly publication of the corps of
Cadets of Clemson College
P. H. Latimi r
Associate Editor
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The Junior Staff of The Tiger is composed of third-year men who have evinced a
desire to work on the official weekly publication of Clemson College.
At the beginning of the second semester of each scholastic year, a new Tiger Staff,
composed of Juniors, is announced. This is done at mid-year in order that the outgoing
staff may help the incoming quasi-journalists with the various problems that arise in
the "putting out" of a collegiate paper.
Trout Row: DeLoach, Burton, McGee, Price, Metz, Ackis, Chaplin, Strange. Second Ron-. Gassa-
way, Speer, Hollis, Cooler, Strange, Madden, McSwain. Last Row: Brown, Lei and.
K. W. Ackis
J. C. Burton
J. D. Brown, Jr.
(il ORGE ClIAPI IN
S. A. COOLLR
J. L. DeLoac ii
H. B. G ASSA WAV
C. H. Hoi us
W. B. Leland
A. T. McSwain
K. W. McGi i
J. H. M. Maddi n
Julian Metz
B. G. Price





Top: Robinson, President. Second Ron: Leverette, Vicc-Prc\itlcnt, (mm, Secretary ami Treasurer.
Third Ran: Bell, Clayton, Harvin, Perry. Fourth Ron: Schirmer, Wyatt, Lytle, Shores.



















ln\l Row: Barnes, President, All, \'/i < President. Second Ron: Tobey, Secretary and Treasurer,
Cobb, Senioi Warden, Imk, Junioi Warden, Adams, Bagnal, Third Ron: Chaplin, Cunningham,
Dm, Gordon, Huckabee, Fourth Ron: Jenkins, [ones, McMillin, Rouse, Sharpe. Fifth Row:

































Prof. H. H. Willis
Prof. W. E. Shinn
Prof. R. K. Eaton
Dr. A. R. MgCormack
Phi Psi is a national, honorary, textile fraternity, organized for the
purpose of encouraging and promoting a high scholastic standing among
the textile students and creating and promoting a brotherly feeling among
the members of Phi Psi.
In 1927 Clemson College was granted a charter from the National
Council, and Iota Chapter of Phi Psi was formed. The charter member-
ship totaled 12 men, and since its organization the fraternity has grown
steadily until at the present time its members number twenty-two.
Phi Psi selects its members according to their scholastic and social
standing, the membership being limited to the highest twenty-five per
cent.
Colors: Motto:
Gold and Blue Always Toward Perfection
Top Rowi Shores, President, Barnwell, Recording Secretary, Penney, Corresponding Secretary.
Second Row: Leveri mi, Cataloger, Abrams, lii i i , Burton, Dobey. Third Run: (aim in, DuBose,
Edwards, Geer, Gilmer. Fourth Row-: Greene, Herndon, Ki \<., Mauldin, Middli ion. Fifth Row:


























Top Ron: Schroder, Captain, Robinson, First Lieutenant, Bell, Second Lieutenant, Schirmer, First
Sergeant. Second Ron: Barron, 15k. <,i r, ( hipley, Eaton. Third Ran: Marvin, Hutcheson, Lytle,





























Dr. E. W. Sikes
Col. R. J. West
Capt. J. H. HlNWOOD
Capt. T. A. Hoy
Capt. J. R. Sharpe
Capt. G. L. Ramsey
Lieut. F. T. Searcy
Scabbard and Blade is a national honorary military fraternity. Mem-
bership is composed of the outstanding military leaders at Clemson. The





7 r;/j /<o« .- Lyles, President, Bissi n, \ /. e President. Second Ron: Hartledge, Secretary ./»;./ 7 n <u
/ner, AviNGER, BaRRON, CHAPJN, ChILDRI sv Third Ron: (Vmmim.s, Dickson, InWARDS, FREEMAN,
French. Fourth Ron: Gill, Huskey, Jami s, I mam. M< ( i.anahan. ////A Roic: McNeely,
Moisi


























tal scope of i:s me
found in the clas
Minaret Club
TAPS/}"
L. H. Harvin, President G. W. Robinson, Vice-President
Qentral ^Dance dissociation
The Central Dance Association was organized in 1933 for the purpose
of furthering the gentlemanly conduct for which Clemson is noted, and
scheduling dances for the better satisfaction of all.
It has achieved its purpose. Through this central organization Clem-
son has enjoyed better orchestras, more frequent and larger dances, at











E. H. King \V. G. Lyles
Officer in charge of Assistant to the Officer in
Dance Charge of Decoration
Qentral "Dance ^Association
SCHEDULE OF DANCES 1933-34
Freshman Dance September 12 Mid-Winter Prom
Home-Coming Dances . . October 6 and 7 Military Ball
Junior Dance November 3 Sophomore Dance .
Autumn Ball November 29 Taps Ball
Block "C" Dance December 20 Junior-Senior
Finals June 1, 2, 4
C. A. Lytle
Officer in Charge of




. . April 13





Assistant to the Officer
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Top Row: C. N. Clayton, Chancellor, E. R. McIver, Scribe. Second Row: I. M. Gray, Treasurer,
]. L. Mack, Censor, J. R. 1 i i is. Chronicler, Third Ron: 1). H. Atkinson, G, M. Barni in, J. H.
Cochran. Fourth R<m : S. A. Cooler, W. M. Thackston, K. E. Traynham.
Alpha Zcta National Honorary Agricultural Fraternity has .is us purpose the promotion of higher ideals among agricul-
tural students, the encouragement oi scholastic endeavors, and the establishment <>l brotherhood among .ill agricultural
workers. Membership in Alpha Zeta is limited to the upper two-fifths of the class in scholastic standing with the addi-
tional qualifications of character, personality, and leadership.
Page 242
^Athanor
Top Ron : R. B. Eaton, President, V. I). Moss, Vice-President, E. D. Gandy, Secretary and Treasurer.
Second Ron: 1. 11. Crosson, |. E. Copeland, W. P. Greene, C. N. Hinton. Third Row: H. A.
Hunt, J. E. Hunter, S. B. Knight, P. H. Latimer, W. P. Mauldin. Fourth Raw: J. Metz, S. W.
Page, G. W. Robinson, F. S. Sadler, A. L. Slade. Fifth Row: B. Schirmer, G. W. Toncray,
R. E. Wells, W. L. Lii>pincott, H. L. Hunter.
The Athanor is an honorary fraternity of students majoring in Chemistry. The purpose of the Athanor is to further




If/i Run. I. N. McKain, President, Jack I vwrence, Vice-President, II. A. \\'i bb, Secretary and Treas-
urer. \<imi,l Ron: J. (,. BaGNAL, 1). A. BARNES, |. A. CAMPBELL, \V. I). FARLEY. Third Ron:
I. I. |\mis. T. \. I m,i , W . (,. Iiiis, I. II. Odom. Fourth Row. S. R. Patterson, (.. I), w vy.
Not in Picture: J. M. IIarhis, E, A. McMaster, IV II. Williams, M. S. Young.
Sigma I psilon is .1 social fraternity organized lor the purpose of promoting good fellowship and brotherly feeling among
us members, ["he club developed at < lemson College in 1930 under the name ol Sij;m.i Theta; but in 1931 .i reorganization
look place, .i new charter was drawn up, .mil the name changed to Sigma Epsilon.









Chairman of Vrogram Committee
=a. 5- sM- £
The A. S. M. E. is a branch of the national society, whose purpose is one of instruction in and
discussion of current engineering topics. The society also fosters a more brotherly feeling among en-


























c5L I. 8. 8.
The Clemson College branch of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers is composed of instruc-
tors and Engineering Juniors and Seniors who are members of the national institution. This branch is
























E. N. VC'ai ki k









The Tiger Brotherhood is a recent organization at Clemson College, having been organized in 1928 by
the class of that year.
The purpose of the Tiger Brotherhood is to initiate and to ordain a higher standard of ethics at
Clemson, and in so doing build a greater and better Clemson College.
This is an organization to which any loyal Tiger should yearn to become a member, as one is chosen




|. \. Barm v
\\ . W. Barron





C. S. Bi . i i
R. B. Eaton
C. E. Farmer
R. L. Farmi r
L. H. Harms




























I . II. King
\ l: : frtZidiTit
M. S. Abrams
Secretary and Treasurer
<A. 5. e &
The Clemson College student chapter of the American Society of Civil Engineers was founded to
bring civil engineering students into closer contact with one another and with members of the faculty.
The organization presents to the members the opportunity to hear, on certain occasions, speakers whose
personal experiences qualify them to speak with authority upon the many questions which are of import-
ance to the student during his college course. Membership is limited to civil engineering students of the




R. H. Ai i i n













J. G. Snowdi X
J. E. Altman















H. D. Nol I1N(.I I Wl
E. H. Odom
D. D. Pagi
O. G. Raw is
J. Ri< HI i
C. w . Rici
J. F. Rlssi [
J. S. \V w poi i









Kappa Phi is a local social fraternity organized in 1926. The purpose of the club is to create better
fellowship and a higher degree of friendship among students at Clemson. Since its organization, Kappa
Phi has been very successful in its attempt to set higher standards of social life on the Clemson Campus.
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The York County Club is composed of Clemson students from York County, the purpose of the club
being to get the boys from York County better acquainted, and to better acquaint high-school students
with Clemson. In order to do this the club holds regular meetings and sponsors at least one dance a year











































M. D. Rom ii
D. C. Sturgis
|. R. WlNDF.LL











The Laurens County Club was founded to further the interest of boys from this county. It helps the
freshmen to become familiar with the rules and unwritten laws of Clemson College. Every year a dance
is sponsored by this club at Laurens during the Christmas holidays. Every endeavor is being made to

























R. I . \\ i i.ls
L. D. Woods









The purpose of the Dairy Club is to stimulate interest in the study of dairying, especially the newer
and more interesting developments that are made daily in this line of work. Professors from the Dairy
Division take an active interest in the function of the organization, and the students come to know them
better through the fellowship of this club.
R. L. STl I R W. C. DeWitt E. R. McIver
F. M. Gray H. H. Evans A. Means
G. M. Barnf.tt B. T. FUNDERBURK J. D. Nettles
C. A. Basmn R. B. H. Hicks W. P. Rainey
H. B. BlGCl R ]. \V. Jones ]. T. Rivers
R. W. Blakely W. A. Lee C. W. Senn
C. C. Brannon W. E. Lupo T. A. Stevenson
C. E. Calhoun R. H. Lemmon T. S. Strange
D. H. Cauchman W. G. Lynn C. R. Swearingen
S. A. Cooi i r W. S. McConni L VC. M. Thackston
A. C. CuRETON K. W. McGee E. R. TlMMERMAN
h
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The Hampton County Club, inactive for several years, reorganized this year for the purpose of pro-
moting interest in fellowship among students from Hampton County. Any student from Hampton
County is eligible for membership, and it is urged that as many as possible join each year and take an
active part in the club's work.
F. M. Gray
J. T. Rivers























The International Relations Club is a national organization for the purpose of studying and discussing
national and international problems. The Clemson College Chapter was organized in the spring of 193 3
under the sponsorship of the Carnegie Endowment for international peace. The club is limited to twenty
members and a "B" average is necessary for eligibility to membership.




A. K. Bai i
J. B. Barn« i i i
W. C. Chum i >
W. E. COPI I AND
C. E. Far mi R
T. K. Johnston]
P. Q. Langston
C. A. Lyti i













Prof. G. E. Mi T2 Prof. H. R\nm\ Prof. G. R. Sherrill Prof. V,". E. Shinn Prof. F. \i\ zur Burg
U\(grth (Carolina Qlub
The North Carolina Club was organized in the fall of 193 2 with the purpose of better acquainting
the students and faculty from "The Old North State" with each other as Clemson men and brother
"Tarheelians."
J. 1 . (H in H L. Cannon 1. E. Harris S. B. Knight E. D. Robinson
.! Mi 1/ M L. Chunn 1
.
R. Holt \\ . F. Kru Kill N S. D. Smart
II C. Shook L. A. 1 l>\\ \RI>\ o R. Hi'ski i T. L. M< Neei v J. L. Smi i ii
F. J. Austin 1. L. I >>KRIl)GE w . R. Housi ho i W. A. Rhinfhardi M. H. Smviiu
II P. Bridgi -. L. A. G \ Mill I 1
Vacuity Members
R. G. Trask
G. 1 . \ 1 1/ o. P. RllVM W. E. Si ii \ N
III N R V R \\K X (.. R. Shi-.rrill F. W. zur Burg
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The American Society of Agricultural Engineers is composed of students of the Sophomore, Junior,
and Senior classes taking Agricultural Engineering. The society promotes the advancement of the theory
and practice of Engineering as applied to Agriculture.
W. C. Dozier \V. D. Allen E. C. Kneeci J. R. Register
President D. H. Atkinson W". R. McKinni i C. M. Salle>
\V. Stewart R. L. Farmer G. R. O'Ki i i i G. H. Stewari
Vice-President J. F. Grimr J. M. Pope V. W. Williams
A. A. Langley H. T. Hari.i.i i E. K. Rambo Prof. G. B. Nutt
Si i retary and Treasurer
^he Qlemson Qollege Qrange
"United by the strong and faithful Tie of Agriculture, We Mutually Resolve to Labor for the Good
of Our Order, Our Country and Mankind."
A. A. Lam.i i > M. P. Noland C. E. Chapman
Master S. G. Sfabrook F. P. Copeland
R. I.. Steer Mrs. D. W. Watkins H. N. Cousar
Miss Ina Smith H. T. Harllee
Miss Rachael Burres M. H. Johnson
Miss Louise Pritciiard W. A. King
W. M. Fpps C. E. La< i v
|. ( . Burton W. W. Lindler
( )i erseer
|. L. Of Loa< h
K. I . Neussner
R. W. Bi am i >
G. M. Barm i i
Mrs. W". G. Nettles Mrs. Theo Vaughn
Mr. W. G. Nettles Dr. Paulus
Mrs. B. E. G. Pritchard Mrs. Paulus
Mr. B. E. G. Pritchard Dr. W. H. Mills
Miss Ruth Burress Mrs. Dan I i wis
Miss Louise Boggs
Dr. W. V. Long





The purpose of the Horticulture Club, a local student organization, is to bring to the members in-
formation about horticulture that is not given in the class room, and to prove that horticulture is taking
a major part in the field of agriculture. This year the club sponsored an exhibit of South Carolina produce
representing the four phases of horticulture, which are Vegetable culture. Fruit culture, Floriculture, and
Landscape Gardening.
C. N. Clayton J. J. Avinger V. F. Linder K. L. SIMMS
President W. L. Briti W . H. Mann H. M. Smith
J. D. Witherspoon W. B. Cloaningi k J. A. Martin- \\ . G. Smith
Chairman Program Committee J. M. Cope A. C. McRae L. D. Suggs
T. C. Bigger C. E. Cummin<,s D. T. Pope R. M. Watson
Secretary and Treasurer P. C Grimball S. G. Seabrook R. S. Woodward
«4M * ~* I
^Animal cHusbandry Qlub
The object of this organization is to promote among agricultural students and faculty a close bond of
fellowship by holding meetings from time to time to discuss topics pertaining to Live Stock, and to
promote and support functions of an agricultural nature.
C. E. Laiii \\ . D. Anderson W. A. McPhail
President A. \V. Bridgi F. M. Mellette
W. G. Yarborough R. P. Chapman J. R. Neal
Vice-President J. B. Foster D. A. Shi 1 1 v
H. G. Dargan R. B. Gentry F. T. Stewart
Secretary and Treasurer T. E. McGee J. W. Todd
Faculty Members
E. W. Cook R. R. Ritchie L. V. Starkey
Mb -
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4-W Qlub
As a goal the club has planned to create a revolving scholarship to be used in helping worthv and


























The Alpha Tau Alpha is a national honorary fraternity among men who are teaching, or who are
















W. R. Carn r
C. P. Hamilton
D. Rl( HARDSON











The Palmetto Literary Society strives to familiarize the student with all phases of parliamentary
procedure and public speaking. Spirited debates are held with other societies and debating teams from
other colleges.
W. C. Chiplhy M. C. Chapman A. A. Langlei
President C. J. Coil ins R. H. Lemmon
\V. S. A.ntliv J. A. Dew \\ . \V. LlNDLER
R. T. Ashley 1 . M. Dobson I . H. McCarter
J. N. Barksdale E. A. Eaddy F. M. Mellette
J. B. Brooks G. W. LeMaster J. Metz
J. L. Ero\\ n H. D. Nottingham
Qalhoun Literary Society
The Calhoun literary Society is an organization whose membership is open to all students. Its pur-
pose is for the promotion of better speech. It affords experience in speaking, debating, and oratory, all of
which tend to create in one the ability of self-expression.
C. A. Lytle C. P. Cowherd W. M. Howle M. P. Noland
President A. L. DeLoach R. E. LeRoy W. B. Perry
E. L. Asbill C. N. Densler G. W . McGurn S. B. Roach
E. \i'. Clamp B. J. Funderburk J. W. Moon S. G. Seabrook
L. B. Coleman \1. I. Garber F. C. Mintz J. B. Westmoreland
F. P. Copeland ( . X. Hinton J. R. Meal W. G. xX^hite
m*iiwt
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Jungaleers
Saxophones
Bill Schachte Tenor Bruce Salley
Bill Burns Alto Em Welch












[i i i Davis Banjo
Tigertown's own melody-makers, the Jungaleers, led by Bill Schachte, stood high in
the ranks of Palmetto orchestras this year, and were much in demand for dances and
broadcasts.
Old members were Schachte, Barnes, Burns, James, All, Chapin, and Salley. In
addition several frosh performers, Welch, Davis, and Hcikkila,- teamed up with the
organization.
The Jungaleers, in addition to their excellent orchestration, had something of an












SCENES OF YE OLE CAMPUS
Yon Main Building and green
house under a blanket of white.
Capt. Hoy without his usual
smile. Doc. Milford with plenty
of reserve dynamite (s) in them
tbar arms. . . Library with its
knowledge in cold (very cold)
storage. . . Oh! Miss Hanna,
cat! cat! . . 3rd barracks with
its penthouses . . A haven for
mountain climbers . . Our do-
main as seen from above. . .
Cursed be this building of foul
odors. . . Engine house—a credit
to our campus. . . A tragic fire
visits our newest church. . . The
Carolina Moon doing its share to





Schroder's cohorts do the Queen
Anne . . The inspecting officer
giving us the once-over . . Staff
patting themselves on the back
. . Officers center in the making
. . All Hail! The colors are
passing . . The Junior Platoon
attempts a squads right . . The
Glory of the Alma Mater . .
Future shave-tails get their com-
missions . . Getting fired at
Parade Rest . . Three govern-
ment men on the hill . . Taylor
wins the Simpson Medal . . and
not a rifle is dropped.
9




This is how the architects get
that way . . Pioneers cruise to
Augusta . . Try to tell us you
dyed this black, Piatt . . . Lyles
looks fit for a psycho-analyst . .
Two bits says he's drawing nudes
. . There's no excuse for this .' .
Is the toner moving, Dixon? . .
Take off your uniform and raise
all the HELL yon want to, gen-
tlemen . . It looks like ink; they
probably got it in Seneca . . Tex-
tile Chemistry brain trust, but
we still don't see how they got
by Lippincott . . Mail call; "Just
put mine in a wheel-barrow and
bring it by the room . . coming
events cast their shadows before
. . Smile, please . . So that's how
they put out the "TAPS."
L 1 _ 4 a A A
MOSTLY YARD-ENGINE!
Clemson, maker of women . .
leg's go places . . The Colonel
beat Whiskey- John to this Cita-
del sponsor . . Haunting by Mc-
Swain . . Doggy? . . Converse
flame, draw your own conclu-
sions . . Why the blush? . .
Potential Colonel's lady . . Future
yard-engine . . Censored . . Eas-
ley's bid for fame . . Where's the
rest of that uniform? . . Yard-
engines, 'nuff said . . Who cares
who got the money . . She got
this nay from too many Clem-
son dances . . Does this face(?)
look familiar? . . Space fillers . .
Moses wouldn't have left these
bull-rushes . . This yard-engine
is 111 a siding at Brenau . . An-
other graduating class and the) ll
give looey a D.S.M. and three
wound stupes, and 'tis said " i'oh














Fish smile at attention . . Just
a coupla more mullets . . Phi Psi
norms after a forced march . .
Robbie & Clcie spell it out . .
Such is the life of a freshman
. . A Purman drum -major in a
Tiger uniform . . How many
are you gonna gimmie? . . 1 ivas
detailed anynay . . The Fish
back up . . The Colonel and his
crack(ed) squad . . The King-






























Clayton and cohorts put on first
Horticulture Show, and do a
;jood job of it . . Cu te t isitor
with the Honey on that thar hill
. . Clemson's most historic build-
ing . . Notice! Ice cream ma-
chine breaks down . . Cheer
leaders wax hot . . Sixteen cylin-
ders, and a passenger for every
darn one of then . . B<>^\, where
is your modesty? . . A trio of
real sportsmen . . Dr. Huckabeel
Think of your chosen profession.
. . These birds have plenty of
energy but little brain, met funks
. . Ye editor's selection of the
most-in-love couple . . TAPS
BALL the high spot of any year.
i
4
Tigers begin season with P. C.
. . Atlanta invaded by Cadet
Corps . . The team gets a royal
send-off to Charlotte . . On to
Washington . . Jake Woodward,
Clemson's stanncbest supporter
. . Arrival in the Capital . .
Cadets faking the town . . Head-
quarters . . . State Fair, etc.,
etc.! . . Pep meeting to send







Howard docs a little lab work
for his major course . . "I'm a
tough son-of-a—" (Well, we
couldn't say about the tough) . .
Our military genius . . You'd
never know these boys were
pulling for Lf. Colonels . . One
of Doc's dynamite pills and
she'll do 80 yet . . "I do" (did)
"My Gawd, do these boys expect
?is to go around naked?" . . Well,
there it is . . How does it feel to
hold a leg with hair on it, Slade?
. . The last round-up . . Roberta
seems to be in a bad way . . Cool-
ing system . . ¥at nous . . Just
three Ag. students trying to stop
a street car . . This is a little boy





Ambitious brethren wax athletic
. . Tommy and Bo talking things
over . . Right Dress! Where's
the dress? . . Drill is h— . .
Who drilled fish? . . The band
out to cheer the boys to greater
goals (goats) . . Where's
Knigoff? . . The foot-log that
could tell whether the night be-
fore was a pint or a quart party
. . This drill is killing 'em . . The
four Muskabulls . . Broun of
Ga. Tech. shows rare form . .
Zup, to think you actually
worked . . The race is on . .
Jfi^sS
- .-.-. _• •.
MORE ABOUT THE
HOUSE PARTY
Our competitors—real sports to
the man . . Clemson wins rifle
championship; nice icork, Rob-
bie . . Camp windjammers pass
in review . . Who wants a view?
. . Drill is over, and cot an ap-
petite . . In the pits with Mag-
gie's pants . . Tough break son,
that mile and a half to the range
. . Ready on the firing line . .
Frazier acting first Sergeant
(he'd ha i e to act) . . The Colors
. . lour boys who did right b)










AS YOU LIKE THEM
Worth . . You'd never bate sus-
pected him as a potential "big
man" . . These boys seem as con-
tented as cows . . Gals, are you
also N. R. A. . . Middieton . .
You can tell he's an engineer . .
Drum and Headache core . .
Mail call . . Down town . .
Where's the town . . Get outta
the way, Bo, so we can see the
town . . A neat piece of Barney's
work . . Ellerbe preparing to get
those little things that count at
Clemson . . Cadets take part in
unveiling . . Big inspection where
every real Clemson man does his
part . . Chief of the bull-juice
slingers.
I
A CROSS SECTION OF
TIGERTOWN
There's nothing like a shot in the
arm to pick one up . . the pride
of the Band (and is that an in-
sult?) . . Looks like Mae West
is on at the free show . . "Is that
your idea of a straight line?" . .
You're wasting your time, Lei er-
ette; that's no key-hole . .
"Honest, I don't even know the
gal" . . At ease . . Well, anyway,
u e don't believe it . . Somebody's
feeding the TAPS staff, but
Gawd knows why they want to
keep them alive . . jeez, look at
them thar stripes . . fust another
big shot mingling with the hoi
foilli . . What realI) becomes of
our alumni . . There's something
slimy about this . . Dr. Sikes
lays an egg or a cornerstone,
or sump'n . . lie pours it out
because it's too i tie to drink
. . Could that gentleman be
doing a rhumba at a cornerstone
laying?
AT RANDOM
George on top of the world . .
just another Yankee . . Snapshot
editor on the job . . Nottingham
poses; for what? . . Bisset,
where's your wife} . . Home-
town boy makes good . . Pat,
to think yon stooped to this . .
Cunningham goes industrious . .
Isn't Count )ust too cute for
words . . Chicago, here we come
. . As Jug would say, "Pull your
cheeks apart!" . . Joe, where did
that Pat come from? . . Where
two ends meet . . The inspiration
for a good TAPS . . Class of
1908 Reunion of Clemson men







Jeweler to the 1935 class of
Clemson College
L. G. BALFOUR COMPANY





MANUFACTURING JEWELERS AND STATIONERS










Because of the extensive research facili-
ties of the NOPCO organization, many
dependable products have been evolved
and constantly improved. The use of
these products by mills throughout the
country has enabled many of them, in
turn, to improve their manufactured
goods.
You are assured when buying NOPCO
products of high, unvarying quality.
Technical data sheets fully explaining
the use of our products will be gladly





National Oil Products Co., Inc.
HARRISON, N. J.








L. C. MARTIN DRUG CO., Inc.
at Clemson for
COLLEGE SOUVENIRS
PENNANTS ' BANNERS ' PILLOW
COVERS < BELTS ' SEALS < BROOCHES
GOLD AND SILVER SEAL RINGS
VANITY CASES AND OTHER
JEWELRY NOVELTIES
AGENTS FOR
1926, 1927, 1928, 1929, 1930, 1931, 1932, 1933, 1934, 1935
CLASS RINGS




AN OLD CLEMSON MAX AND 100% FOR CLEMSON
< < SELLS < <
L. J. Balfour Jewelry
and
Gents' Furnishings of the Better Class
to Clemson Men at the Right Price
Society Brand Clothes — Bradley Sweaters — Florsheim Shoes





w. I. Wyatt, Manager Telephone 1
A. I . \ leu i 12 5 9
ALAMANCE YARN CO.
PIEDMONT HEIGH 1 -
BURLINGTON, \. C.
K nitting YARNS Weaving
1) red mill agents for colored and mil unit
cotton yarns. Raw and thrown silk.
[
2X1
Cop:—"Reacting, Hugh, thought you were blind?"
Clemson Grad:—"Just looking at the pictures sir."
















DU PONT HAS A TEXTILE
DYE F< )K I \ I 1<) USE— Aad a
Technical Service Department that
is always available to help with your
dyestuffs problems.
E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY, INC
Organic Chemicals Department . . . Dyestuffs Division
WILMINGTON DELAWARE
DRESS NEAT
He that loveth not wine, women, and song,
remainetb a fool his whole life long.
BRING YOU! DRY-CLEANING
AND PRESSING TO IS AND
TRY OUE l«uKr SERVICE
BLECKLEY
DRY-CLEANING CO.




VNDERSON 1 BELTON / GREENVILLE
GREER 1 SPARTANBl lit; \ND
TR \\ KI.I'.KS REST





WHY H. & B. LONG DRAFT SPINNING
MAKES A BETTER YARN
H. & B. Long Draft Spinning gives the fibres more opportunity to
assume their natural positions during the drafting operation than
do other long draft systems, because it does not hamper the natural
movement of the fibres with belts or other devices.
Boiler Xo. 2 in the II. & B. system performs the same function as
do the belts in other svstems. That is. it prevents sagging and
control.- the shorter fibres. However it doe- not interfere with the
natural movement of the fibres, because it makes a single point
contact rather than a continuous contact.
Furthermore the bite of this roll is not carried so near to the front
roll as in belt systems, so that a natural arrangement of the fibres
occurs and "plucking" is prevented.
H. & B. AMERICAN MACHINE COMPANY
PAWTUCKET, R. 1.
COTTON PREPARATORY & SPINNING MACHINERY
19 3 4 TAPS













Dress Parade on Boivmatt Field
Rat— to Lieut. Searcy:—"Today's my birthday,
sir, thought I'd kind a dress up a bit."















WISHING TO EXPRESS ITS APPRECIATION OF YOUR
PATRONAGE DURING THE DAYS GONE BY, AND
IS STILL ANXIOUS TO GIVE THE BEST SERVICE
DURING THE FUTURE DAYS.














the most necessary components



















The Taps Staff is deeply indebted and grateful to its many friends who





Walt Dargan (Wrigley Engraving Co.).
Johnny Long and the Annual Staff (Foote and Davies Co.).
Stanley Marques and Marion Ware (Stanley Studios).
Here it is! We, with our very limited capabilities and experience, have
made an honest attempt to give to you a book worthy of the title Taps.
We have made our last alterations; this, the 1934 Taps, is the permanent
record of our many hours of faithful and joyful labor. You, the reader
and the critic, are the judge as to our success. It is our sincerest hope that
we have met your high standards of workmanship.
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